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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken in order toprovide current data and:comprehensive. information About
Chinese language instruction in U.S. higher.elucation,, This is not a new area of interest for CAL and
the ERIC C1'earinghousgOn1968 wevcommissioned i.work by James.J.'Wrenn, Chinese Language Teaching in.
the United States: The State of 'the Art. Two major *orks treating Chinese studies have appeared since.
Wrenn's publication: Lindbeck (1971),Understanding China and Lambert (1973), Language and Area Studies.
Review. However, these contain limited discussion of Chinese language teaching and treat'data through
the end of the 1960s only. The surveySoonducted by the Modern Language Association have provided
enrollment statistics for Chinese language courses in fall 197.0, 1972, 1974, and 1877Abut they offer

. only an °indication of overall trends, since the MLA collects only total enrollment figures for undergra-
. ..duate.and graduate courses..

The prehent report is'based oethe responsep-to a survey questionnaire wemailed out.early*in 1979.
The report follows the structure of theqUeitionnaire; with the.exceptidh of Section 2, a retrospective
view by Wrenn of his earlier report. Inthis'section, -Wrenn examines the changes (or lack Of them) that
have taken place sinCe'1968 in the areas of teacher training, materials of instruction, library resour-
ces, and overseas:language-training resourcesa

Section 3 of the report provides an.overview Of our survey procedures and descriptions of the insti-
tutional categories by which we cross-tabulated:much of the infOrmation obtained from our respondents.
In addition, we discuss the rate of return's:if the survey and the responses obtained from'institutione

) which, at the time of the survey, had recently abandoned their Chinese language instructional programs.'
Section 4 treats overall. enrollments and enrollment trends, and compares them With data obtained

ftom the MLA surveys. It examines the number of enrollments in "language- learning" and'"language=using"
courses, oourses'about Chinese offered in English, Summer courses, and extension courses% It also
describes the undergraduate and graduate' degrees offered by'our respondents''inatitutibns and provides
statistics on the number of students having received these degrees during calendar'year 1978.

Section 5 deals with the teachers of Chinese, as described by our respondents. What respon- .

sibilities do they have? What proportion are' native speakers, and how, recently have they had the oppor-
tunity to upgrade their pedagogical and linguistic training, and their'knowledge of current idiomatic
usage in Mandarin? 'How many openings for instructional personnel are there likely to be over the next
five years in American, institutions of higher education? What instructor - related changes. are considered
by our respondents to be most important for-the betterment of Chinese language instruction on the cam-
puses in this country?

An extensive list of Chinese materials of instruction has been published recently by CAL - -Dora E.
Johnson et al., Languages of Eastern Asia (A Survey of Materials for the Study of the Uncommonly Taught
Languages), 1976 - -and the file of these materials at the Center undergoes constant updating. InforMation.
has not been available, however, about what materials,are most used in first-year through fourth-year
Chinese (both basic texts and character instruction materials) as well. as suppleMentary materials (both
printed and audiovisual). In Section S ofOurreport, we attempt tooatalogue this information and to

'.Obtain an assessment from our respondents as to what sorts of materials are most needed, as well as what
materials of instruction individuals are now developing on their own.

In SeCtion 7, we discUsa'a number of aspects of Chinese language instructionalprograms in Atherican
. higher education. Chinese is taught in American colleges and universities in a variety of different.,
types of academic "units," some.of them:quite surprising to the uninitiated observer. In addition to
commenting upon this issue, we catalOgue the various ways in which Chineselanguage instruction is orga-
nized and discuss class size and number.of sections of first-year Chinese, as well as the total.number of_
hours of instruction per year per student in first-year through fourth-year language courses. We also

. analyze the amount of emphasis placed upon various.language Skills (for example, pronunciation, mastery
of grammatical structures, mastery of Chinese characters) in different kinds of institutions 'froielemen-
tary through advanced language instruction. We review the kinds of testing that are done both for place-
ment and fot demonstrationoif achieve ent. We consider study abroad, includins)the number of students
who go to the Far East for Chinese language study and what institutions they attend there. Finally, we
analyze the returns from a small survey done of institutions that provide instruction in Chinese only
through a self-instructional mode. ,

In Section 8, we, consider questions relating to students of Chinese at the undergraduate and gra-
duate levels. What. is the languaStcompetence in Chinese' of incoming students, and how have they
obtainedthis competence? What i .he language competenceof departing students? Why are these students
studying Chinese, and talatd they'end up doing after they receive their diplomas?

. SeCtion-9-deals-vith-the-tunding-of-Chinese"language instrUction On U.S. campUses. -In- addition to-
analyzing the information returned by our respondents, we review the results of our.investigation or '*41'

. number of federal agencfes and private foundations that have provided funds in .the'past. for Chinese
language instruction and materiilsdevelopment.

. .
. a
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.SeCtion 10 of the report summarizes the salient findings of our survey.and enumerates the recOmmen.-

4

dations that follow from the informition gathered in this research. '. %
. os

Even as the data were b4ing yeypunched and analwed in summer and fall.1979,tthere was evidence thit
.*enrollmenti.inChinese language courses were increasing rather dramatically nsome institutions beCause

of the Impact on American public opinion of normal4ation,of relations between the United Statend the
People's Republic of China. It is.extremelY likely, therefore, that the enrollment figures and some of
the .other information discussed below no longei reflott accurately the current status'of Chinese language
instructions For instance, enrollments in elementary' courses in fall 1979 were probably higher thhn in
fall 1978, the year.for.which.we gathered our data: In any event, the comprehensive data me have 1.
gathered for academic year 1978-79 will serve as baseline information for similar studies tte conducted

s

with our questionnairlb-t or an adaptation of it=-in the future. .

U

:
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- 42.0 CHINESE' LANGUAGE TEACHING IN THE U.S.: THE STATE OF THE ART - A RETWeiSPECTIVE VIEW,1

OW

James J. Wrenn

.

e

.
A A.

C

In reviewing the State-of-thecart report that I prepared in 1968 it is clear that some of the
problems'that were with is theq, are still withus, some have been.brought topartial solution; indmuch
has changed in response to advances in the field and to a different political climate. Some problems,
once perceived as simple, have begun -to show bheir complexities.

2.1 The Difficulty of the Chinese'Utl!ting System

^

We assumed then, and still.do, that most-.studentS,learnIwkitten.Chinese after they have some control
over spoken Chinese, but that they learn Chinese 'so that they will be better able tonread. Chinese, to
talk in Chinese with others about their reading, :in.d,eat more advancedevels, to cdnduct research using
sources inwritten Chinese. Chinese is stillAA studied as,a spoken language alone (even. though &few'
students havethis as their ultimate goal), and in addition to spoken Chinese,*students are eXpectedto
learn--and teachers to teach--the Ohicese writing system'and the reading of Chinese. The dialect'taught
in American schools. is still Standard Chinese (Putonghua or "Mandarin"), although other dialects are also

cr

taught' in a few institutions.
.

.P . .

Reading is introducedFin most Chinese
.
courses, bUt"becauseof the.difficultY of, the writing system

and its lack of dependence on the spcken language( the level of reading competence that is reached after ..'
two or three years_of-studY is stile so. low as to leave the student "tunctionalli illiterate."6 While .

many Of the "familiar" Western languages are cloiely related to English, Chinese, by contrast, has almost
no common stock of words that are similar in form,Ofmeaning to any of the European.languages andit,.

uses grammatical categories that are unfamiliar to speakers of most:Ediaiean languages. In the case of.
the more familar languages, we can assume that the student, in learning to listen, and speak,.Will achieve
a parallel competence in reading; we cannot make this assumption for Chinese.

e IIn"addition,.the continuity of the. Chinese writing system forces us to 110 with.the fact that any
item out of the past can exist in modern usage, so-wemist,accommodate,our methodologies to the entire
.range of script modifications, styles, and literary genres that characterizes the written record of tjhe -'

44:.last two and one-half millennia of Chinese literary output.

.2.2 Demands for Language Training
. I

. ..A.. ,
. .

There is still a strong demand for language training in Chinese, although we no:longer have a sense
of emergency in our need. Americans'now have increased opportunity for contact with'the Ghinese-speaking ,

world, and more and more students and administrators are willing to commit time and resources to the \
. golearning and teaching of Chinese.

.-- ., .

But there has,been a shift. As we begin to take for granted the wider availability-of those whocan
speak and read Chinese, we are now aware that. in all but a few narrowly defined areas, Much mare Is ,
needed. We need content specialists who are competent in Chinese. The number of opportunities for
scholars and researchers with advanced degrees in Chinese has become sharply restricted.2 Opportunities
i'h scientific research,' business, and teaching--both here and' in Chinese-speaking areas--are more widely
available tothose with competence! in Chinese. However, we still need to develop attitudes toward the
study of Chinese that will encourage more intelligent and highly motivated students to begin the study of
Chinese as a foundation'fcr careers in'tusiness and in disciplines for Which Chinese language.skills are
prerequisite. . .

. .

The single element that, inhibits more rapid increase of institutions offering Chinese language
instruction at all levels at the present time is cost:,-Federal funding for language programs has been '

2



shhrply.reduced,'and the prospect that it will be expanded is not sufficiently certain to encourage aca-
demic Administrators to commit scarce institutionsl resources to the expansion of old programs, much.less
to create new. ones. '

,
In thi § time of financialatiesa, university administrators are speaking less of humanistic goaln

ald more of cost effectiveness. We are'being encouraged to lbok lest at.the quality of our graduate
facult7i.and mor4V at the quality of our undergraduate instruction. Clearly, we must db both.

. '5

2.3 Teachervbevelopment

Earlier anxietirsiabout manpower lesources have abated with_ time and continual 'training,.especially.
with 4he'develeieent cof A larger number of Bpeoialists ins Chinese, linguistics, many of whom are abye
language teachers as-/pil. The need for Chinese language training will continue to expand,..but slowly;.
we will not need many more'teaChers inthe_near future. However, we are still 'short of qualified, u
teacherellho understand the. importance of. good Language, habits, who understand how'to teach language, and

.
who believe language teaching.is important..

, .
- AltMbugh teachers' manuals fot newer materials provide carefui'directions, theeiecific pkilt
required in the .teachingof Chinese to non - native .speakers of Chinese have rarely. been .taught formally'. S
Bilingual Chinese/EngliSh.edUbation basbegtin'to take a.higherpriority.

Sn many smaller institutions with limited offerings on.China,.the expectation persists that'tomeone
who is "in Chinese" is necessarily competent to teach the.language: Although"Chinese lhnwage teachers
°aye asked less .often to teach Chinese area or civilization courses, there are still...many individuals who.
are by training and inclination historians opolitical scientists prested into seiltace'al language*.
teachers%

. . 4& ' li0 ;
.Thus, although there have been notable improvements in the teaching materials'available to us, the

lack. of formal training in language teaching And the use of'part-time'teachers whote primary interests' i

are .not in' language teaching have kept our language ;teaching techniques at a consistently low levelrof.
development in many institutions.

. .At the secondary school level, there. is considerably lehi interest indeveloping.new programs, in
Chinese language, and existing,programd can be'adequately staffed from the pool ofAvailable teachers,. as 7 °

long in there. is'a small number of'repaacemen;s for those wliq. retire,or change careers.. The problemslof. .

cultural and linguistic adaptation for native Chinese who are beginning to, teach in this country have °
bedeme reduced through improved English language teaching in Taiwan, where most of our native Chinese .

.141. . teachers home from. The increasing opportunities for Americans to livi,.in Asia.in Chineserspeaking;:com-. muhities 'during- their undergraduate and...graduate, training hav4made it.possible:for them to gain better
-fluency In the language:, The developmentraf materials for teaching CpineseAnguage,that are suiliable

. 'for useby-relatively unskilled,teachert has also temporarily reduced the need for expensive teacher*:
iiainintipbOgramsiaBtandard chlnele. -, .

.

0

Because we...have a relatively stable population of language teachers, Many of.whom'have come mist
.

-
''''di ectlk. from.Taiwan and are out 'of touch with recent changes, we bill continue to have.a slow'accom-

modatitsnta, -and iecognition.of, changes in the, writing system/ lexicon, grammari and culturt.resUlting
from political of the past thirty years. ...,This is a problem that.can be.effiCtively addressed
through the prepiiiiibn and use of materials, that present 'these changes.

./,;..: cr ,

e,

. -

2.4 Teaching and Reference Materials
.

0

With the development of new materials for the teaching of Chinese during recent years, it is
inapPropriateto.rely on ProfessOrNicholas C. Badman's excellent survey'of.1965,3 but Z will attempt to
preserve the. tone of his original in updating my 1.968 overview.. I,will omit extensive comeents on the
particular texts available, since, they are treated in great detail pn pages 1-19 of qehnson eb.a1:4 I-
.will limit ey comments to texts that both integrate well with the oral-aural 'approach in its Many forms,
and which are new or have stood the. test of time: a

DeFreincis' Beginning Chinese, Intermediate Chinese, and Advanced Chinese are thorough and 'include
excellent drill materials. These texts emphasize the basic sentence method. Other popular teits that
emphasize a somewhat different teaching philosophy are, Speak Chinese, epeak Nandarin, and Chinese
Dialogues. Rather than using basic sentences, thev.streds acquisition, of the basic construction types in'
the pattern sentence method, which is we4 exemplified and,drilled, but does not require the degree of
memorization inherent .in the basic sentence method. Another' philosophy is represented by the situational
Method, which emphasizes the acquisitioi and drill of sentences that are appropriate to a particluar,
well-defined common social situation, as exemplified in the series of nodules prepared under the title
Standard Chinese: 'A Modular Approach.5 This'method risks the problems of introducing high - frequency,
but complex grammatical elements earlier in the couise than the other materials, in situations where they
wouldmatUrally be used, and requires careful^organization and,gtammatical notes to help the student .

master the material:

There are threaiteues involved in dealing with the introthiction of, the Written component: when to
.ittrodube it,.whether to teach the "full" or "simplified" script forms first, and whether one should be
'.taught.'to.the exclusion 'of the other. It is possible to study spoken Chinese without reference to the

It
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written 'language; y of the above materials is suitAle for such.an elementary or intermediate course..
HoweVer, sEudents a e generally interested in.learning to read Chinese, and teachers to teach reading,
either because of an. intrinsic interest in the writings or the writing system, or - -more probably -
tool for reading in a specific field. In a two -yearsequence of courses, about half the time is spent in
reading. But there is a wide variation in the point at which the writing system is introduced and how
muchttime.is devoted to speech and to reading. A text that introduces speech and reading at the same
time is Elementary Chinese (Beijing 1971), which has been in a continual stage of development since .it
was published as a reader in Beijing in.1958: In its later metamorphoses, its basic sentence format has
been supplemented by the Elementary Chinese Companion by John Jamieson and Li-lin 'Shih, which' provides
exercises, reviews, and structural and lexical analyses to help overcome the drawbacks of the text and
make it easier`to use.

b
Generally, most programs elloW two to four weeks before the written component is introduced. Two

'approaches are used: in ond',"initial emphasis is on the characters. that represent spoken items with
which' the student is already familiar; in another,' emphasis is on the systematic presentation of the
writing. System. The Read. Chinese series of three books, and the DeFrancis Beginning Chinese Reader,
Intermediate Chinese Reader, and Advanced Chinese Reader do both; they introduce characters, and base
reading exercises on the materials that'are assumed to have been introduced in the oral-aural materials t
to which they are companions,. Both sets make, no attempt to parallel the companion texts closely, and in
later'stages the DeFrancis materials and the more advanced texts in the Yale materials accommodate to the
divergencies. between spoken and written language,/and base material more on written than spokentmodels.

One series, Modern Written.Chinese, A New Approach, presents a more systematic introduction to the
writing system than any of the above materials. i'It'is prepared as a self-study text to be used with a
teacher, ;but does not Assume familiarity with spoken Chinese, although it ,does emphasize that familiarity
with spoken materials is an asset in learbingio read.

The choice of script styles is partly dictated by pedagogic considerations, since only Elementary'
Chinese and its Companion use simplified.forms exclusively, and partly by a desire on the part of the
students (or of .teachers.acting in their students' long-term interests) that they'be familiar with the
full forms of characters as well. Both the DeFrancis texts and Modern Written Chinese, A New Approach:
present the full:and simplified forms of the characters. The DeFrancis texts assume the full forms will
be learned first; the exercises in simplified characters are short and keyed to the lesson in the full
forms. In Modern Written Chinese, the simple or 'the fdll forms alone may be chosen, or both may be
studied. If both are selected,.the full forms are learned first. This text contains about an equal
number pf reading selections in both Taipei And Beijing newspapers.

Although the range of newspapers' and books printed in simplifies characters is increasingly
widespread, and, there are a few collections such as Easy Chinese Readings prepared by the Beijing
,Language Institute (Beijing, Commerclal Press 1975),1there is a real shortage of suitably annotated text
materials at,every level and .for every field.,

* In view of thwsmall market, the high cost. of'typesetting, the planned' introduction of more
simplified characters to the approved list, andthe prospeOt of the need for continual revision, it seems
unlikely that materials for students in the West will become widely available as a result of normal'text-
book production forces. The production of such annotated reading materials is now of high priority.
Students need materials that will present the,usage of present-day China and supply the annotations that
will help them see the effect of recent changes- -changes that May well be beyond the experience of their.
teachers. .To the extent that annotations/expand the awareness of both teachers and students, they, will
be doubly valuable.'

For. reading materials at the intermediate and advanced levels written the full forms of charac-
ters, thare Are, in addition to those described above, the Intermediate Re er in Modern Chinese by
Harriet Mills, the character version of A Sketch of Chinese History by Henry Fenn, the Chinese Newspaper
Manual prepared by Tien -yi Li, and' such texts as I Want to Study! and The New Year's. Sacrifice, for which
the Chinese Linguistics Project at Princeton has prepared Student's Companion volumes. Toward the'end of
two or three years of study, the student will no lOnger be working with textbooks and will be expected to
make use of an increasingly wider variety of Chinese sources.

Remarkable improvement in Chinese lekicography has taken place over the past decade, and many of the
fruits of years of effort, are already available or will soon become available in college bookstores. The
most popular comprehensive dictionary, available in a number of sizes from desk to pocket, is A New
Practical Chinese - English Dictionary; edited by Liang ShihIchiu and published .in :aipei (1971) by the Par
East Book Company. Soon to become widely available is The Chinese-English Dictionary, prepared by the' ,
Chinese-English Didtionary editorial committee of the Beijing Language Institute, .published in Beijing in
1979 by the Commercial.Press. This has extensive'cxamples of modein usage in simplified characters, with
the examples translated into English'.

An excellent Chinese-Chinese dictionary, also emphasizing. modern usage, is the Xiandai Hanyu Cidian
(Dictionary of Contemporary 'Chinese) prepared by the Institute of'Languago.- of the Chinese Academy, of
Social Sciences and published by the Commercial Press in Beijing (197,8). f the student is working in
earlier periods of Chinese, he or she will also want the Tz'u Hai, which is written in a modified liter-
ary style'but.gives full citations of sources. George A. Xennedy'S informative and often amusing guide
to the.Tz'u Hai (ZH Guide, An Introduction to Sinology) is.helPful to students unfamiliar with its use.
The English-Chinese Dictionary, by Herbert A. Giles, is still available (Cihai 1979 edition, Shanghai'
Commercial Press) and continues to be useful for both classical and documentary styles.
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2.5. Audiotaped Materials

. .Except for the tapes that are the core of the text series StandardnChinese: A Modular Approach,
taped radio news broadcasts with accompanying glosses (such as.those recently done by the University, of
Kansas) or thOge produCed by JamesLiang at the University of Pennsylvania with a book of annotations
(T pies on Chinese Society), very little has changed in the preparatIr of Chinese language tapes,
largely for the same reasons noted in my 1968 state-of-the-art report. Very few:.teachers have the skills
to prepare. integrated programs in Which tapes have a full teaching role. Institutional goals continue. to
be varied, thus limiting the market, and commercial publishers are not willing to enter such a small
field. The, university presses that supply most Chinese texts:are not able to absorb heavy 'losses on low
volume. We are still where we'were i\1968, dealing with garbled', low-fidelity second and third
generation copies of tapes. that were often badly cu..ceived and ill 'Prepared.

But, like radio, audiotape has not died. It is relatively simple to prepare and edit and, unlike
videotape, both the recording and playback equipment are.widely available, inexpensive, and built to, a
single set of. international standards.

2.6 Movies and Television

°Movies and videotaped materials are still under-utilized, partly because the arrangeMents for using
the equipment are' often incovenient, and partly because teachers,. are 'often unfamiliar with the equipment
that is available to them. It is still true that emPhasii on literacy training operates the detriment

...-----of .training in auditory comprehension and alMost assures that a:student with only two-years of Chinese
will not.be able to understand Programs originally directed at a Chinese audience.: While we may assert
with some :justification that extensive use of these media should not be made until we change our priori-.
ties, we .should-clook at what. We are missing when we refuse to adapt our teaching to their use.

Both tilm and television provide a wide range of situationaily correct usage, much of which could
never find its way into a classroom in any other way. The kinesic range.for typical characters is
.sharply defined, for example, as is the full tonal range appropriate to normal conversational and emo-
tionally stressful-situations. All these elements provide a view, of the culture that can be missed even
-.if one is taking part in it.

.
....

eql
Movies bring greater clarity oe'. age than`television, but at greater cost and with some loss of

flexibility,, since film projection. pment lacks .che capacity fOr easy.replay of short segments. For
both television and film, adaptations of the original sound track for- students with lower levels of 4
comprehension. are expensive, either iecause adaptation usually requires that the movies or tapes be owned
by the institution.or because of'incompatibility of equipment. Another possibility is.careful prepara-
tion of such ancillary material as scripts, noted; and exercises to make. the films easier' for. students at
many levels, to use. This method has been used recently at Princeton in the preparation ot.study manuals. ..

for two films of the late 1940s, Biao (The Watch)'. nd Ai Le Zhonq Nian (The Sorrows and Joys of Middle.
Age). A similar approach has been employed.in the Chinese videotape project conducted by the'
Stanford-Berkeley Joint East Asia. Language and Area Center. Four videotapes from TaiWanese_television''
have been adapted for use in intermediate language instruction and advanced language maintenance for
Mandarin. Eight language lessons have been 'written to accompany the videotapes,-and the eleven addi.'
tional tapes are accompanied by lists of characters and short scene-by-scene' synopses in English as well

'.i.as summaries in Chinese.

2.7 Computer-Assisted instruction

The television screen has another function when teamed with a suitably programmed computer: it is
an excellent/Presentation device for various types of computer - assisted instruction. In. recent years as'
the price of computers and the cost for large memory units have lowered dramatically, we have begun to
renew our interest ir.developing forms of prograMMed learning. , Improvements have been startling; charac-
ters tbat ire readable--if not aesthetically pleasing- -can be stored and presented relatively cheaply,
and ainumber of experimental programs for the teaching of Chinese language have been developed and
tested. The capability of these systems has been proven, but the rising cost of computer programming
keeps it from being a cost-effective device for teaching reading; For teaching writing-a more complex
and therefore more expensive programming task--it has. the additional disadvantage of being kinaesthet-
ibally unsatisfying as well. As more responsive hardware and programming become available at acceptable:
cost, we can look for a revival of interest in computer-assisted instruction in Chinese.

2.8 Libraries

In addition to the textbooks, reference works, and taped materials that are generally available,
some of the more important resources for the study of Chinese language and literaturein America are
those shared by the community of scholars throUgheut the country. The most important of these is the
-totality of library holdings in Chinese language and literature in the United States and Canada. In June
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of 1967, these; holdings amounted to a total of 2,734,820 volumes; by June of 19756 -they had increar;ed
to a-total.of 402.3,895. Since.the 1968 report, the number of libraries'w1 ldings of more than
25,000 volumes has increased from 24 to 35, with 20 llbtaries-holdin e-than_50.,000 volumes each.
These 20 libraries are listed in Table 1 in orde of the size of.-their holdings in.Chinete.

TAB

HOLDINGS OF CHINESE ,BOO: AMEfICAN LIBRARIES AS OF130 JUNE 1975

EEttith Holdings

1.- Library of Congress Oriental Division
2. Harvard University,.
3. University of Chicago
4. PrincetOn University
5. Columbia University
6. Cornell University
7. University of California, 'Berkeley
8. University of Michigan at Ann-Arbor.
9. Yale University

10. Hoover Institute Library
11. University of British Columbia
12. University of Washington, Seattle* Far Eastern Library
13. University of California, Los. Angeles
144? Ilhiversity.of Wisconsin
15. Brown University
16. University of Toronto
17. University of Arizona
18. Ohio State University
19. University of Minnesota
20. Dartmouth College

414,963

336,023
210,772

220,229
200,818
195,071

173,755
169,151
164,135
156,709
137,038
130,398
(83,445)

(78,090)
71,187

60,316
57,659
55,675
52,918
50,160

( ° ) estimates
*Additional holdingi in the Law Library: 15,000 volumes.

In the light of the Increasing costs of acquisitions and of the labor costs involved in cataloging
these acquisitions, there is an increasing need to rely on interlibrary activity and to consider
libraries. as .cegional and national resources. However, it is increasingly apparent that the burden of
maintaining adequate catalogues for scholarly reseatchers.will become prohibitive in a very few years,
and although'the-test-financed libraries will be able. ton continue, to maintain their' collections for a few
years,'there must be an increasing emphasis on cooperative cataloguing, searching, and acquisitions.

Competent librarians in Chinese collections are already. working at the limit of their capabilities.
Very few of the librarians and bibliographers responsible for the development,of Chinese collections have

..been trained.for the-level of responsibility they have been forced to assume, and there is a real danger
that they Cannot be.replaced. Some good Chinese collections-have been developed almost solerY:on the
basis of the excellent series of reprints now widelY available from.many sources.

.Library acquisitions have put us closer to our research goalsthan we were ten years ago. National
and. local collections have expanded, but the challenge for real cooperation in the development of
sophisticated bibliographic controls is still with us. Changes are taking place, but commitment to fund
the research .capability that will carry us into the 21st century is still lacking.

.

2.9 Language Laboratories

Language laboratories as separate facilities have become less important than they were, largely as a
_result of improvement in the drive mechanism of the portable cassette tape recorder: and the development
of-chip circuitry that makes improved fidelity available'ai a. lower. price. Thisshifts some Of the bur-
den of maintenance and replacement of expensive equipment from the institution to the language learner
and has accelerated the shift from scheduled group. Study in the language laboratory to individual study
in surroundings most comfortable for the learner, at times convenient for the learner, and at the pace
the learner finds best. .

There is also more emphasis on the ordering of the content of the tape materials so that they are
more effective for individual study. Such materiald are often supported with workbooks that offer
problems for solution, exercises for practice, and self-correcting answer sheets.

This shift: of the burden of learning from the classroom teacher to the learner. and away from the
traditional language laboratory does not mean that teacher time and institutional space will be saved;
rather, the ultimate 'saving of iime_requires much more time from skilled teachers or teams of teachers
and materials planners to make effective use of-the learnertetime.
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2.10 'Language Centers in America

The national need for an intensive year-long program in Chinese available to the academic community
has been substantially metby the successful and regularly over-subscribed Full Year Asian Language

Intensive summer programs are offered-at a small number of institutions in'different- areas -of -the
.country. Some of these are integrated into the regular academic year programs and are of the same
quality as theregular programs; others are perceived ,by some students as lightweight academic vacation
periods. Strong summer programs provide us with the opportunity to meet the professional and academic

'7/needs of our most able and ambitious students. however, for students in institutions that are not able'to staff a Chinese language program during the academic year, the benefits of an intensive summer are
often lost without an opportunity to maintain their language skills. Institutional arrangements for'
part-time language teachers, partial credit for part-time'courses, and informal meetings of students with
language interests can provide a valuable continuation of intensive bummer work. These arrangements are
difficult to fund at national levels, but represent a low-cost commitment that should be borne by insti-
tutions unable to fund a full language program. Careful local management should develop a Widespread,
perhaps cooperative., network of individuals who would make better use of the regular summer and academic
year offerings of larger institutions.

. Some insfitutiOns that do offer academic -year) programs in Chinese do not have regular summer
Sessions but make use of the summer session at other American oroverseas institutions. .The most suc-
cessful of these select. students Carefully, arrange for. supervision by staff members' competent in

.

Chinese, and offer a rigorous but varied program of language-learning activities. Such programs may vary
----their7institationalTAffination depending on. the effectiveness of instruction Cr:other factors, or may

become influential in-shaping the curricula atsummer sessions to which they send students. Examples ofsuch programs are the Middlebury Summer Chinese School, administered separately from the academic year
program, and the summer program at the University of Pennsylvania, which has been able in recent years to
make use of unfilled spaces in the Inter-University Program in Taiwan.

2.11 Overseas"Language Centers

There is a small number of centers for Chinese language instruction overseas that have been so close-
--"ly-identiffedm-iiithStictessful language Instruction of our students thatthey-Mdat be considered AS part

of our national language-teaching resources. They are also a source of teachers, since many of the bedt
teachers in these overseas programs are invited to take up teaching po ti in America. These institutions
exist in Chinese-speaking communities where both the language and the Culture for which it is a vehicle
make up a more comprehensive language°experienCe than can be supplied in any institution in the WeSt.
After two or three years of language study in the U.S., the student is equipped to make full use of this
experience.

The most influential of these" institutions is the Inter-University Center, housed at National Taiwan
University and administered by Stanford University; others are located at the Taiwan Normal University,
Fu Jen University, Yale - China. in Hong Kong, and Nanyang University in Singapore.

In general, these institutions offer instruction that is likely to be one-on-one but also likely to
be slightly lower in quality than that offered 'in America, partly.because their best teachers cane to the
U.S., and partly because they are out of touch with advances in teaching. This situation has not changed
over the past decade: our best students and scholars continue to work with less skilled teachers at a
time when Wei are having Their mostsignificant"exposure to Chinese culture.

With expanding oppOrtunities for cultural exchange .with China, teaching and scholarship resources in
China will become increasingly available to our students. Currently, however, only a limited number of
opportunities for advanced scholars and researchers,are available through the Committee on Scholarly
Communication with the People's Republic of China.

In time, the Beijing Language Institute will become more important to students from America, but BLI
will first have to recover from the shock of the loss of many of its Finest teachers, who have'been sent
to staff new language programs in Europe and Africa. BLI is also suffering from the growing pains caused
by the expansion of its curricular offerings from one to four years, with major` reassignment of

-.experienced staff members. Other:programs for training foreigners that are now under development at a
number of universities. in China may also become valuable resources for us.' Enlightened self-interest
mandates that we make every effort to help improve the quality of instruction in these overseas institu-
tions in every way'that we are able.

3.0' THE SURVEY

3.1 Identification of Institutions Teaching Chinese
-

In order to ensure the largest possible return for our questionnaire, we first identified indivi-.
duals respOnsible for Chinese language instruction in the colleges and universities where such insiruc-



tion is taking place. We began with the list of 210 institutions that had been reported by the Modern
Language Association in its survey:of college and univqrsity registrars in fall 1977. To this list we
added several institutions whose names we had discovered through our search of the literature relating to
Chinese language teaching. In addition; we-contacted the Chinese Language Teachers Association for their
memberihip list and included those institutions that did notappear on the MLA list. Finally, we con-
sulted the Directory of Programs in Linguietids.in the U.S. 'and Canada (LSA Bulletin, No. ao, December
1978) to be sure that we had not missed any institutions where Chinese was listed as an uncommonly taught
language. By combining iheier-diafferentseurces,-WeTended-up-with..250..different.colleges and universities
on our initial mailing list.

In October 197E all 250 institutions 'were mailed a letter explaining the project, with a return
postcard enclosed on which was to:be indicated the name* the individual responsible for Chinede
language instruction. It turned out that some 70 nt these institutions were not. then teaching Chinese
using regularly employed instructional personnel. We then constructed a master mailing list of the
remaining 180 institutions, all of which were mailed the long form of our survey instrument.". We sub-
sequently discovered that 5 of the institutions on our master list Of 180 were actually teaching Chinese
in a self-instructional mode, and that 11 of the 70 institutions we had treated as having abandoned their
Chinese instructionalprograms actually maintaiRed a self - instructional program. Our rate of return sta-
tistics are based upon returns from both the long form and the self -study survey.

3.2/ Conducting the Survey
/

. .
, .

The intitial mailing of the survey form was made in February 1979. Those institutions not returning

../the questionnnaire were mailed an additional copy of the 'vestionnaire and a reminder lette in early
March 1979. ,Those still not returning the questionnaire formS were telephoned in Marsh and Apr 1.

..'
In the process of examining the returns from our initial survey. form, we realized that it would be

4aluable,to design two shorter forms, one for institutions` that housed self-instructional Chinese
language programs and one for institutions that had recently abandoned Chinese 'language instruction
prolgrams. (A list of respondents to the long survey form may be found in Appendix B.) These short forms
were mailed to respondents in March and April 1979. Coding and keypunching of questionnaire data took
place between June and September 1979.

3.3 Rate of Response

Table 2 shows a return rate of 63.4% for all institutional categories for the long survey form.
Given the length and detail of our questionnaire, we feel quite pleased with this figure.' No doubt a
contributing factor was our procedure of identifying beforehand by name on each campus an individual who
would feel committed to the return of the questionnaire.

TABLE 2

RATE OF RETURN OF LONG SURVEY FORM, BY INSTITUTION TYPE

NDEA Large Small '4-year 2-year No AAUP
Center Univ. Univ. College College Category TOTAL.

No. institutions on mailing list 17 '72 ' -A9 22 12 3 - .. 173

No.,usable returns received .12 46 28 14 11 °C 111

Percent return 70.6 63.9 57.1 63.6 91.7 0 . 63.4

or the 0 institutions (of the original 250 identified) that reported that, they had no functioning
Chinese guage instructional program as of the date of our survey, we attempted to dis6over the nature

' of the abandoned program and the reasons for its abandonment. Section 3.5 below is an'analysis of the 25
responses that we received to our inquiry.

As mentioned earlier, 5 of the 180 programs surveyed with our long questionnaire and 11 of the 70
"non-programs" turned out to be self-instructional programs of Chinese, frequently managed according to
'procedures established by the National Association for Self-Instructional Language Programs (NASILP).
Programs operating in this mode exhibit special characteristics; the returns of our self-study survey are
discussed in detail in Section 7.7. The rate of return for our small survey On self-study programs. is
shown in Table 3.-

- *Our survey form appears as Appendix .0 in "Chinese Language Study in the Unit,:d States: The; State of the
Art. Final Report." This report is being processed by the ERIC DocuMent Reproduction Service and has
been assigned Clearinghouse number FL 011 414. It will be announced in a fall 1980 issue OLResources.in
Education. 0
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TABLE 3

.RATE OF RETURN CF SELFrSTUDY QUESTIONNAIRE, BY INSTITUTION TYPE

t

NDEA
Center

.

Large
Univ.

Small
Univ.

4-year
College

2-year'

College TOTAL

No. institutions on mailing list 4 5 1 16

5 -_ 4 _ 4 1 14
No. usable returns re-died 0

. .

.

.

Percent return 0 81.3 100 80 100 87..p
i

.

In pal, we contacted 191.institutions with our 2 survey forms: 180 institutions with the. long form
and 16 (including 5 from the long-form group) with the self-instruction form. We received returns from
125 institutions, for an overall return rate of 65.4%.

3.4 -Institution-TYpes

We consider it essential to reflect the diversity of types of institutions in American higher educe-.
tion in the analysis and display of'information.collected in our survey.i.We have used'the institutional
categories defined by the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), adding only one institu-
tkon type to our analysis: programs of Chinese language instruction that are carried out at institutions
housing a Far Eastern language and area 'center (NDEA center) funded by the United States Departm.,:nt of
Education. Most Of the tables included in this report subdivide the responding institutions Into the
following categories:

NDEA Centers--Institutions housing either a graduate or an undergraduate
federally funded language and area studies program.

Large Universities--Institutions which offer the doctoral degree, and Which
conferred-in-the-nest-recent three- years an-annual average-of 15 or-more: ,:.

earned doctorates covering a minimum of three non-related disciplines.

Small Universities--Institutions awarding degrees above the baccalaureate,
but not included; in the preceding two .categories..

Four-Year.Colleges--Institutions awarding the baccalaureate or aqui:relent'
degree.

Two-Year Colleges ---,Two-year institutions with academic ranks.*
.

3.5 Why-Institutions Drop Chinese Language Instruction'

Abantcninl-Chtffete'Llmgruage-instruction'is not-a-phenominnon TebLricLed -to-a-particular type-of
institution. Among the,- 25 responses we received to our letter requesting 'information about the reasons
for program dband=ment, 22 are from four-year colleges and universities, while 3 are from two-year:'
colleges. These institutions are evenly distributed across the country; several are well-known, well-
endowed universities.

The commitment of a number of these institutions to Chinese language instruction is obviously not
great: Chinese language courses were reported to have been conducted by faculty members from English and
physical education departments, while 3 schools indiched that graduate students from departments other

.

than foreign languages had' been responsible for instruction. Only 2 of .the abandoned programs had been'
conducted by foreign language departments, while 7 institutions reported that classes had been conducted

--

through an East Asian area studies program.. This last result is:surprising, since Chinese language study
is normally considered a rather high priority in institutions with such programs.

Fifteen out of 25 respondents indicated that they had dropped Chinese instruction because of insuf-
ficient student enrollment. The definition of "sufficient enrollment" varies considerably by institu-
tion,-however. For some institutions, a half-dozen students were insufficient to justify the offering of
a beginning Chinese course; for some other institutions, 30 students were enough. Four institutions
cited lack of funds. One of these indicated that despite adequate enrollment, the program had to be

*Quoted-6-with the exception of the first definition--from "Explanation of Statistical Data by
Institution,.". AAUP Bulletin '64, No. 3 (September 1978), p. 211. All NDEA Centers are, by AAUP defini-
tion, large universities. For purposes of thi* study, however, NDEA Centers have been placed in a .-.,..

separate category.
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abandoned when-federal-funding terminated and-the7university could not absorb the continuing cost of_the
program. One California institution was forced to drop its. Chinese language instruction because of
passage of Proposition Thirteen. In 4 cases, program. abandonment was due to lack of faculty. Three of
these schools explained that when faculty members left, they were not replaced because of institution-
wide pressure to reduce staffing levels.

With regard to the fUture of Chinese language instruction in these 25 institutions, 5 indicated that
they had 'definite plans forietiuming classes in Chinese in fall 1979. Nine said that they would indeed
offer Chinese again given adequate enrollment levels and necessary funding. .Seven institutions said that
they would not begin classes, because they were doubtful of the availability of funding. Four institu-
tions did not respond to this question.

The picture that has just been painted shows the ephemeral nature of instruction in a curricular
area that can only be called "marginal" on a large-propOitiOn-of-American-campusesThe_offering of even
a smattering of Chinese frequently depends upon the presence of a faculty member who is willing to'teach
an overload, or a graduate student willing to assume teaching responsibilities either gratis or for a
small fee (see Section 7.7), or'a group of students willing to agitate foi Chinese instruction and large
enough to assure a minimum enrollment. .

4.0 ENROLLMENTS AND DEGREES AWARDED

4.1 Data From Modern Language Association Surveys

Since 1959, the Modern Language Association of America has been collecting enrollment data in
foreign language studies from the registrars of American colleges and universities. For the purposes of
the present study, we have.gathered MLA data:for.enrollments in Chinese from.the 4 most recent MLA sur-
veys, condUcted'in 1970, 1972, 1974, and 1977. These data, reproduced in Table 4, reflect the rapid
growth in Chinese enrollments from 1970 to 1974--an increase in total enrollment of approximately 74%.
During this time, enrollments in Chinesegi two -year institutions almost trinl.ed, undergraduate
enrollments at four-year institutions grew by 70%, and graduate enrollments increased by almost 408. By
1977,-however, the MIA data show overall enrollments down by slightly over 7%,,with graddate enrolIMenti
having decreased by more than 30%,over those of 1974, and enrollments on the increase only in two-year
colleges.

'FABLE 4

M.L.A SURVEY DATA: ENROLLMENTS IN CHINESE REPORTED BY COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY R3G7STRARS

2-year Institution

Undergraduate

institution

'Graduate TOTAL

4-year

1970 381 . 4,898 796 6,075

890

-

T974 1,140. 8,328 1,108 10,576

1977, p1,353 7,698 758 ,9,809

4.2 Data from CAL Survey: Enrollments in Fall 1374,''77, '78

o
In addition to requesting fall 1978 enrollments in Chinese language instructional prograMs,. we

requested that our respondents furnish us enrollment figures for fall 1977 and 1974. (See Table'.5.) We
did this in the hope that we'would be able_ to compaift the enrollment statistics weobtained with those
obtained by the.Modern Language AssOciation. Our 'hypothesis was that the MIA figures reflect enrollments
not only in Chinese language; but also in such courses as Chinese literatdre in translation and other
non-language courses that are given by Chinese language faculty.

Although the overall rate of response to our questionnaire was quite good, as mentioned earlier, the
fact that we did not achieve a higher rate of return makes it difficult to compare our statistics with
those of the MLA, which are based upon responses froM virtually 100%,of the' registrars polled. The
discrepancy is particularly large in the case of twoyear colleges: for fall 1977, the MLA survey
reported 1,353 enrollments, whereas CAL surveyrespondents reported only 383. We suspect that this
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discrepancy is due in part to our .not having identified all the two-year colleges teaching Chinese.
Alinotherlreason-isthat7-1. two-year-college in-Califoinia-that_reported. almost 500 enrollments in 1977
(more-thin35%.of the MLA-reported enrollments for.tigoyearColleges that year) did not fill out:our long
guestionnaire,-but did indicate that about 250 students were enrolled in Chinese as of fall 1'978.

The CAL sample-tespresenis 63.4% of those institutions teaching Chinese (see Table:2). This group
reported enrollments of 4,891 students 'in fall 1977: estimated:enrollmentsfor all institutions teaching
Chinese would then be 7,992, compared with the 9,809 enrollments reported by the MLA for fall 1977 (see

.0ne might hypothesiie that. the 'discrepancybetween these two figures, 1,817 enrollments, is
the number of enrollments in courses about Chinese given in English.

TABLE 5

C.A.L. SURVEY DATA: EITIFibLLMENTS-111-CHINESE-REPORTED-BY-RESPONDENTS-FROtLCHINESE_LIINGUAGE PROGRAMS

Undergraduate Graduate TOTAL

2 -year Institution' 4-year Institution

1974 208 3,979 737 4,924

1977. 383. 3,876 632 4,891

1978 .:169 '4,316 697 5,482

The CAL survey enrollment figures, despite the deficiencies that we have just discussed, ptovide two
pieces of information concerning trends in Chinese enrollments. First, the CAL survey results corrob-
oratoverall trends in enrollments between 1974 and 1977 as reported in the MLA statistics. That is, .

there were fairly small decreases in both graduate .enrollments and enrollments in four-year institutivs
between 1974 and 1977, andrat the same time, enrollments in two-year institutions were increasing
slightly. Second, this enrollment trend was reversed between fall 1977 and fall 1978, with fairly
substantial increases in undergraduate enrollments: in both two- andour-Year institutions as well as in
graduate enrollments. These increasee.in enrollments;. it mustThe remembered-,--took-place before the
impact of normalization with the People's Republicof China could have been felt.

. .

4.3 Enrollments in "Language-Learning".a d "Language- Using" Courses: Fall 1974, 1977, 1978

.

. .

In the CAL survey form, a distinction was made between language-learning.and language-ustag.courses.
The for=1 term is used to refer to courses where the primary intent is, to develop language proficiency:.
the latter refers to courses, conduCted in Chinese abort literature,. linguistics, history, philosophy,

. .

eta.. It was reasoned that.enrollmentslin language-using courses would be a good indication of the devel-
opment of functional language ability in Chinese. Table 6. displays the returns obtained from survey ..

respondents.
.

. .For the mast part, enrollments in language-using courses are quite small in comparison to total
enrollments, ranging between.69 and 15%, with a mean of approximately 12%. This is true for all
undergraduate. courses, be they_located.in institutions .having'an NDEA area studies.center, .a major tali
versity without an area studies center, a college or uniVereity offeting advanced degrees in a limited
number of displines, or a four-year institution granting only the bachelor's degree.

.

An encouriging trend*y be.noted,- hawever,.in the perCentage of overall enrollments in language-
using courses. In virtually all types of institutions,, this figure has been increasing. For instance,
in 1974, languagesing courses constituted approxitiately9% of total enrollments:. by 1978, the percen-
tage had risen to pproximately 12%. In fOur-year colleges,'enrollments. in language -using courses were

Isapproximately 7102 of the total; in 1978, they were approxirmitely 10%.
One might assume that a much higher percentage of graduate enrollments might be in courdeb of the

language-using type. .This,' in fact turns out to be the. case in large universities, smaller ones, and
,

four-year colleges. .We hypothesize that the graduate students whose enrollments are being reported'here
are studying chiefly language and literature and .are therefore obtaining a level of competence in Chinese
language that will permit them to receive their instruction in Chinese. For example,. in the institutions
just mentioned, the'percentage of enrollments in language-using courses varies from. about 25% to almost!
40%. ,

. -.

.

'The situation is vary different in institutions housing NDEA area itudies-centers4 These-institu-
tions, which include the vast majority of graduate students Studying.Chinese'language', show. only between
7% and.14% of their'Otadnate Chinese enrollmehts in language-uping courses. The probable reason for
this low percentage, when compared with the other institutions in Table 6, is-that graduate students.in
area studies centers tend to Be concentrating on advanced work in one of the social sciences rather than
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on Chinese language and/or literature. The fs-t that the percentage of 'graduate enrollments in language-
using Courses in these centers increased from about 7% of total graduate Chinese! language enrollments in

-------1974-to_About 14% in_1978, indicates that the language competence of thesestudents may be on the rise.
We will return to the question of language competence of area specialists-in section-8 of this report.-

TABLE 6

LANGUAGE LEARNING (LL) AND LANGUAGE USING (LU) ENROLLMENTS,/
BY INSTITUTION rYPE AND YEAR

Type Year LL LU TOTAL LL LU

\\* NDEA Center 1974 1193 124 1311 : 451 ,-42 ,_ 3 1644
1977 892 - 135 1027 354 40. 394 1246
1978 1056-154 --'7-1210---.- ----387-- ___61 ___ _,.:448 1443

Large University 1974 . 1317, .150 . 1467 116:,; .6d? '.176

t

1977 -- 1357 189 1546 100 33 133
1978 1362 244 1606 99 42 141

Small University % ,1974 . 875 57 932 44 27 71 919
1977 .., 923 84 1007 71 99 994

1433

1457

'1461

1978 962 . '81 1043 75 9 ,.: 104' 1037
---

Four -year College -----_1974e 235 18 253
1977 _ 261 35- _ 296____.

1978 ---,321 36 357

7 .240

2 6 265
0 ij. 4 325

Two-year College 1974 208 - 208 0 0 208
1977 383 0 '383 -. 0 c 0 383
1978 459 10 469. - 0 0 459

LU TOTAL

156

175

215

1800

1421

1658

210 1643

222 1679
286 1747

84 1003

112 1106
110 1147

20 260

37 302
36 361

0 208
0 , 383

10 469

/
,/

/I

/ .

/t'utal'S 1974 3828 349 4177 616 121 737 - 4444 470 4914 /
1977 3816 443 4259. 529 103 632 4345.--.--- 546 4891/
1978 4160 525 4685 565 132 697 4725 657'-5382

----__

4.4 Enrollments in All Courses.Dealing with Chinese Language during Academic Year 1978-1979

In'addition to the information just discussed concerning enrollments.in'fall 1974, 1977, and 1978,
the CAL questionnaire sought information about enrollments in the whole range of courses'in Chineie
language that were offered in acadeMic year 1978 -1979. . Respondents were asked to list enrollments in
courses offered during summer 1978 as well. Table 7 displays this. informatioh.

If the returns from our survey are representative of the total' population, we may draw'two conclu!'
sions-about the Chinese'language instruction in'this country, based upon the information in Table 7.
Pitst4the:largest portion of Chinese instruction does not take place in NDEA language and area centers;
it takes place in large universities that do not have such centers.. Second, the fact that about 30% of

. the enrollments teported by .large universities for academic 'year 1978-1979 are in courses-in.Rnglish
about'Chinese confirms our hypothesis' (see Section 4.2) that a fairly substantial portion of MLA-reported

"Chinese 'enrollments is actually in courses of this type. It apperzs that' only a very small amount of
. Chinese.sthdy is done during the summertime and in.extension_courses.

The information contained in,Table7 enables us.to make some inferences about "attrition" in Chinese
language study. In order to: perform a .truly legitimate study. of attrition, one would have to apptoach
the qUestiorClongitudinally, beginning with a group of students in first-year Chineseand noting their
subsequent progress (or lack of it) for through what in this case is a 4 -yearsequence of courses. As we
were not able to do such a study for this report, we are instead, inferring from enrollment patterns
during 1 academia year what might happen over 4 years. During academic year.1978 -79, enrollments in
first-year Chinese for our respondents totaled 4,706; forSecond -year Chinese, enrollments were 2,215, or
47% of those in first year.. Enrollments in fourth-year Chinese were 882, ct approximately 19% .of those
in first year. If these, proportions are indicative, of the attrition rates for second- and fourth -year.
Chinese studies, Chinese language students are about as,persevering as students of the more commonly
taught languages in the second year, and shin/ considerably more staying power than students of the

. commonly`taught languages by-the fourth' year.
The proportion of second-year studrnts.to first-year students varies considerably.by institution

type. NDEA-denters and large universities have approximately 41% and 55%, respectively, as many students.
- in second year as in first. Small universities, however, have a surprisingly high 62%, while four-year
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colieges'have only 39%. Two-year colleges report only 10% of their first-year enrollment are taking
seCond7Year Chinese. For NDEA centers and large 9niversities, enrollments in fourth-year Chinese were
27% and 23%, respectively, of those in first year., This is a very low rate of attrition, when compared
with enrollmentl in the commonly taught languages.

_

TABLE 7

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS IN CHINESE COURSES DURING ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79
(INCLUDING 'SUMMER 1978), BY INSTITUTION TYPE, WITH PERCENT OF FIRST YEAR ENROLLMENT

NDEA Center Large Univ. Small Univ. 4-yr. Coll. 2-yr.Aoll. A TOTALCourse Type

No.

t 1st
Year No.

% 1st.

Year
% 1st

No. Year No.

% 1st

Year No.

First-yr. Chinese language 1288' 1767 t - 891 295 -

-..-:.

465
,-----

Second-yr. Chinese language 530 41 968 55 554-62

Third-yr. Chinese language 565 44,. ' 429 24 150/ 17 516 29 14

Fourth-yr. Chinese language 342 27. 401 -23 . /429 14 10 03 .0

Summer Chinese language 161. 405 . 66 65 0

Courses in English 411 1754 192' .229 0
,-7

Extension courses '0* 49 . 5 .0 46

V % 1st
o.

47Q6-

Year77'2N

44

02 : 1244 1726

882` 19

697
..,-,

2586

163

*The enrollment percentages do not reflect what happens to individual students but simply illustrate that
.there is a drop in enrollment after the first year.

is

While the figures in Table 7 represent both graduate and undergraduate enrollments, it is
interesting to compare, them with the estimated attrition rate reported by our respondents for their
Undergradliate students; Table 8 presents this information. /

. ,
. /

-,:

TABLE 8

,
ATTRITION RATE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS REPORTED

BY RESPONDENTS, AVERAGED BY INSTITUTION TYPE

Of students ern,

.,in first -year Chinese,.
NDEA

Cen_er
Large

University
Small

University
' 4-year

College
2-year'

College
N.

% finish 2nd year `.. 54 48 56 64 51

% .finish 3rd year: NN 31 29 37./ 53

% finish 4th year
.

24 41 26

.

collegesTwo-year indicate that 51% o _their first -year Chinese students .90 on to take a second
year; Table 7 shows that in actuality this appears tobe an extremely optimistic view, since enrollments
in second7yearChinese were only 10%of 'those in first'_year. Respondents from four-year colleges were
also overly optimistic about the percentage of stu ents taking second-year ChintSe; they indicated that
64% of their first-year students continued their Chinese studies, While Table 7 shows that:enrollments in
second-year Chinese were 39% of those of first-year. And, le these same respondents estimated that.
26% z.f their first-year students continued through fourth yea , Table 7 shows that actual fourth-year
_enrollments were only 3% of those in first year during academ 6 year 1978-1979. With only a very few
exceptions, respondentsfrom:NDEA.centers and large and small

\

itliversities were considerably more
realistic about the percentage of'their first-year students Wil o went on to study Chinese for .2, 3, or'4
years.
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4.5 Anticipated Enrollment Trends and Estimated Impact of Normalization
with the People's Republic ofChina

Respondents were asked to anticipate enrollment trends in Chinese language instruOtion.at their
institutions at both the undergraduate and graduate levels over the next 5 Yeare.t Only 3.6% foresaw a.
decrease in undergraduate enrollment in Chinese language'; 13.58 thought tht enrollments would-stay the
same., Sixty-one perCent thought enrollments would increase slightly over the next 5 years, with at least
50% of each institutional category responding.that.this would_be the case. Approximately 19% of the
responding institutions indicated that they thought Chinese language enroiiments would increase by 50% or
more over the next 5 years. Of the institutions indicating this anticipated. large growth, 2 presently
house USOE-funded area centers, 12 are large universities without area centers, 4 are small universities,
2 are BA-granting institutions, and 1 is a two-year college;

With respect to graduate enrollments, of the 52 institutions indicating that they had graduate stu-
dents currently enrolled, 32, or 62%, thoUght-that-graduAte-enr011ments would increase slightly over the
next 5,years. Seventeen (033%) believed that enrollments.would stay about the same over the next 5-years.
Only 2 institutions believed that graduate enrollments would increase by 5.6% or more.

In response to a question about evidence of increased interest in Chinese language'study beCause of
the recent normalization of relations between the United States and.the People's Republic of China, 72%
of our respondent's indicated-that they had experienced'more interest onthe part of students; .39% stated
that they had seen more interest from business or professional people who desired:to learn some Chinese;

,

and-32%-mentioned-that_the_adMinistration of their institution had expressed, some interest in Chinese
language instruction. Only 12% said that tifiey had-Seen-no-such evidence, and less than 4% said that it
was;too early to tell.

0

4.6 Deqrees Awarded during Calendar Year 1978

Table 9 shows that less thin one-third (32%) of the institutions teaching'Chinese included in our
sample offer an-undergraduate. degree or a concentration in Chinese' language. As.one might. expect, the-
proportion of NDEA.centers offering-an undergraduate degree in Chinese (73%) is substantially larger than
that .that exhibited.in other institutional categories. But it is.surprising to us that 3 NDEA centers,
according to our returns, do not offer such degrees. On .the other end of the spectrum, only 1 of 11 two-
year 'colleges in our sample offers a.degree in Chinese.' The proportion of institutions in the other
categories offering undergraduate degrees or certificate programs in Chinese lies between these two
extremes, as indicated in Table 9. ''Of the 35 institutions reporting the existence of an undergraduate
degree program or concentration, 4 offer 2 sePirate undergraduate degree programs. in Chineser And 1
offers 3 separate programs.

TABLE 9

' UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AND CONCENTRATIONS IN CHINESE
OFFERED BY RESPONDING.-INSTITUTIONS.,

NDEA

BY INSTITUTION TYPE

4-year 2 -yearLarge . Small'
Degree Name Center University University College . College TOTAL'

AA in Chinese 0 0- 0 0 1

BA (no further designation) -5 3 1 1 0 ,10

BA in Chinese lang/lit, 2 8 3 1 0 14

BA in Chinese/Asian/Oriental
area studies 1 4 0 0 0 5

Less than major, Chinese lang. 0 1 2 0- 0 3

Less than major, Chinese
area studies 0 0 1 1 0 2

No major (or defined less
than major) program.

3 30 '21 9 10T 73

Total.' 11 46 28 12 11 108*

Three institutions in our sample did not respond to this question.
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During calendar year. 1978, l34 undergraduate degrees or certificates in Chinese were conferred by
the institutions in our sample .('see Table 10). The largest number of these degrees (44) was awarded by
institutions housing NnEA'centers, though large universities without such centers were not far behind in
this regard (42 degrees conferred). Although NDEA centers awarded the highest average number of

'

undergraduate degrees per institution (slightly over 6) during (1978, the number of, degrees awarded by
small universities is'not,Much lower: 5 degrees' conferred per institution..

TABLE 10 .

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES-AWARDED-AND-NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS AWARDING DEGREES
IN CALENDAR YEAR 1978, BY INSTITUTION TYPE----------

.

.
, .

. .

NDEA :Large Small :4-year 2-year
Center University University 7 College College TOTAL

Number of institutions 7 13 5 3 1 29
6

,Number.of degree recipients 44- 42 25 13 10 134

Only 18 institutieni-iii-afisurvey iiii"a-4E0aftiTaigirees guess, the
majority of.these are NDEA centers and large universities (see Table. 11). During calendar year 1978, a
total of 29 graduate degrees was awarded by 13 institutions, 211of which came from NDEA center institu-
tions and'othe4 large universities (see Table 12).

TABLE 11

:.' GRADUATE DEGREES cFFEgED BY RESPONDING INSTITUTIONS, BY INSTITUTION TYPE

.Degree

M.A. in Chinese

M.A.. in Chinese Studies

M.A., unspeCified

M.A. & Ph.D. in Chinese'

sr-
M.A. & Ph.D. WChinese Studies

M.A. &'Ph.D. in Linguistics

M.A. & Ph.D., unspecified

Ph.D: in Chinese

Ph.D., Chinese literature

Ph.D., COmparative literature

Ph.D., unspecified

NDEA Large . ,Small. 4-year
Center, University University College TOTAL

1 3 4

3 2

1

1

1*

6

1

2

2

1 ;

ft_

2

Number of institutions offering graduate degrees 18**

This institution 'is obviously miscategorized in the AAP? classification system, since the AAUP.classi-
fication for 4-year colleges does not include 'institutions awarding graduate degrees.

**Fiveinstitutions offer 'two different graduate degrees, so the sum of the tallies in this column is.23,
.though only 18 institutions award advanCed degrees.
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TABLE 12

GRADUATE DEGREES AWARDED AND NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS AWARDING DEGREES
IN CALtNRAR YEAR 1978, BY INSTITUTION'TYPE

Mumber of Institutions'

Number of Degree Recipients

.
.

NDEA\ Large Small 4-year
Center . University University "Cbllege 'TOTAL

5 5 2 1 13
c

11 10 -7 1 29.

a
-

0

5.0 ,CHINESE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTORS: WHO ARE THEY?

5.1 Introduction
. .

\,
.

Agfdemic_institutions in....the...U.$......employ a variety of_titles for instructional staff. In order to
attempt to "standarize" our responses, we defined for ourrespondents 4 ciii§BYteli-of-teaching-statr that
our consultations-led us to believe represented the full range o responsibilities for instruction. in
Chineselanguage teaching. The definitions that we included on bilr survey form are as follows: '0.

w ,

-;'Teaching Assistant (TA)--A graduate teaching assistant, pursuinge post-baccalaureate degree While
teaching part-time. (Our questionnaire continued to state that TAs are'not usually native speakers
of Chinese; the data recorded below will show that this. was an incorrect assumption.)

.

.

TutorDoes not carry responsiblity for instruction; rather, works with students individually qr in
small groups, usually under the Supervision of an. instructor/professor. Likely to be part -time;
likely to be,a native speaker of Chinebe.

.Lecturer--A non - tenure -track positiCn-on 4 fixed-year contract, either working under the direction
of an instructor/profeSsor or working autdeOmously. In the former Case, a lecturer carries more
responsibility for instruction than does a tutor; in the latter case, a lecturer can betotally
responsible for instruction. Frequently',1ess than full-time; frequently a native speaker of
Chinese.

-Instructor/Professor-.-Usvally a tenure-track position. Responsible for course developMent and for
instruction, including the coordination of the efforts of lecturers, tutors, .and TAs.

-------.-OUI4Ueiiionnaire requested quite detailed information about teachers of Chinese._ .In addition to
*lifting the different kinds of teaching staff according to the above -cited categories, respondents, were'asked to list the names of instructional personnel, their sex, age, rank, number-of years at, present
institution, tenure status, 'percent full-time, and highest relevant degiee; With thesedata we antici- .
pated being able to draw a profile of the kinds of individuals teaching Chinese and to beeble to answer
such questions as the following: Are Chinese language teachers -'(as contrasted with literature, civilize-
tioni or area-studie6 teachers) likely to be female,. to be.nontenured, to be less than full-time, and
not to have received en.M.A. Area eignificant-number. of- Chinese language teachers' reaching
retirement age, so that'we might expect a greater turnover n instructional .personnel than has-been the
case overthe past decade? .

Although quite a few respondents went to. considerable lengths to furnish us with complete data of
. the type just discUssed, not enough did so to make analysis of these questions possible. -Me did.succeed,
,howeirer, in obtaining good information about the number and 'proportion of native speakers of Chinese.in
the various instructional categories defined above. This information is-displayed in Table 13.

4.1Almoit three-quarters of the instructional staff' teaching Chinese in the U.S. today are native- v'
speaking Chinese: 288 native. Chinese out Of a total of 390 teachers of Chinese language in oureample.
The lower ranking iestruCtIonal positions of tutor and, lecturer are occupied almost exclusively by native
speakers of Chinese: !.27 of 31 tutors in our sample are native Chinese, as are 74. of 80 lecturers.
Tenure-track positions, on the other hand, are much more likely to be held by non-native speakers of
Chinese: 37% of the instructor/professor positions in our sample are held by non-native speakers of
Chinese,-while the respective proportions for lecturers and tutors are 7% t6 out of.a total 80) and 13%
(4 out of a total 31).

.Table 13 underlines graphically the huge difference in staffing levels between the NDEA center,
institutions and all others, including the major universities. "On the average, NDEA Centers employ more
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than 11 teachers of Chinese language per institution; the next largest language-teaching staffs (slightly
Over 3. teachers per institution) eve found in large universities without NDEA centers. Other types of
institutions average aboUt 2 faculty members teaching Chinese '(though there are many institutions with a

:single individual teaching bhineie). The overall average is 3.5 Chinese language instructors per insti-
.tution..-

TABLE 13

NATIVE AND NON-NATIVE CHINESE LANGUAGE TEACHERS, BY INSTITUTION TYPE

Teaching Assistants

NDEA
Center

.Native . 28
Non-Native 7

Total 35

Tutors'
Native 4
Non- Native - 1

Total .5

Lecturers
If°

*

Native
----._ Non-Native

Total.

Instructor/Professors
Native
Non-Native
Total

Total mAtivestaff

Total non-native staff

Total staff

Average\staff per institution

, 32
6

38

35 44 ,-, 22 ,-, .10 8 119
24 32 '10

c
' 2 . 2 70

59 76 32 : , ,. 12 ' 10 189
1.

99 101 41 - 27 20 288

38 45 12 t. p,4
. 3 102

:''.4 -

137 146 53 31 23 390 's

*.,

e-
11.4 3.2 1.9 2.2 2.1 3.5

' /-
/

Large '' Small 4-year 2-year
University University College College TOTAL

32 6 2 0 68
11 2 2. 0 22
43 8 4 : 0 90

c

9 1 6 7 27
- 2 0. 0 1 ; 4

11 1 6 8 ------

16 12 9
0 c 0 0

16 0. 12 9

5

0

5

74

6

8a.

\\

5.2 InstratiOnal -Responsibilities of Staff, by Category

The inter of our questions concerning staff respeons lities was to discover whether the standard
mode Of staff utilization in the "commonly taught" languages (i.e., = and lower seniority instructional
personnel assigned to elementary and intermediate level -classes, with sen rsonnel teaching more
advanced courses) was also practiced in-th4 teaching' of Chinese.

The vast majority of institutions employing TAB for Chinese language teaching are el her NDEA centers
without. NDEA centers. In these institutions, TAs are used not only to teach inten-

sive and non-intensive first - and second-year Chinese, but alsoto teach third- 8n& fourth-year Chinese.
enly.abott 25% .of our respondents employ Chinese language. teachers who fit our description of .

"tutor." They are most numerous in large universities where they are responsible for Chinese language
instruction from the first through the third years. NDEA centers also employ a small number of such
teachers; theyalso are responsible for first- through third-year Chinese language instruction.° Small
universities, four -year colleges, and two-year colleges employ very few language teachers fitting our-
"tutor". definition; in these institutions, tutors are chiefly responsible for first -year language
instruction.

Approximately. two- thirds of the.NDEA centers employ Chinese language teachers fitting our definition
of "lecturer." They are responsible for elementary through fourth -year language instruction. The pat-
-tern appears to be difftrent for large universities without. NDEA centers, about half of which employ lec-
turers'who teach only first- and second-year language. In four-year colleges, approximately two-thirds
of which employ such staff, they are responsible for the first through, the third years of. instruction.

In NDEA centers,- instructor/professors teach everything from first-year through fourth-year Chinese
language. Such is not the case, however, at large universities not having NDEA centers; at.about 70% of
these-institutions,- instructor/professors teach first-year Chinese language. Slightly morethen,60%
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teach second year; slightly more than 50% teach third- and fourth-year Chinese language. About half the
smaller universities indicated that instructor/professors teach Chinese language courses from first
through third year. For fourth year, the percentage is somewhat lower: Slightly over 30%. Instructor/
professors teach first- and second-year Chinese, language at almost 70% of the four-year colleges, and,
theyteach third- and fourth-year Chinese. ae. about 50%. Eight out of 9 two -year, colleges stated thatv
instructor/professors teach first-year Chinese, and only 5 reported that .instructor /professors, teach
second-year Chinese language.

.
. .

.

We conclude from these data that staffing patterns for Chinese language instruction are somewhat
different from those frx the commonly taught languages, where staff with less seniority tend to teach

....1 only lower-division courses. AsWehave seen just above, lower-level staff frequently teach third -year
and, fourth-year Chinese language. This is particularly true with respect to the teaching assignments of
TAs in NDEA centers cand large universities. In addition, particularly in NDEA centers, we find'that
instructor/professors are teaching not only the more advanced classes but also the lower-level coursee.
Thene, staffing patterns probably stem from the fact that Chinese. language teaching,tendy to be done by

.native speakers, whether theY are TAs or tenured personnel. " °

,
,

, ,'

9.3 Hiring Practices and Prospects
.

4 s.

. a
1

Respondents were asked whether they evaluate the Competence in Chinese language of.pOtent.ial staff.:
members. About 711 of the respondents reported that some sort of evaluation, was performed. Responding .,
'in_the affirmative were'85% .5 the NDEA centers,. 76% of the large universities, 67%.of the sinall-univer-
sitites, 1:21% of the four-year ollega, and 55% of-the two-year colleges: There is furthei'.evidence that
NDEA.centers are morenkreful to evaluate their incoming staff than are other tyPes'of institutions. For
instance, 828 of the NDEA centers responded that teaching,assistants. language competence was evalUated,
while -for the large universities, the proportion was 67%. 'For the other types of °institutions using
teaching assistants (small universities, and B.A.-granting institutions), the percentage was closer.to
50%. Only.8% of the NDEA centers indicated that they do not eyaluati incoming instructor/professors.'
For large universities, the corresponding percentage was 47%; for small universities, 26%;:fdr four-year
colleges, 43%; for two-year colleges, 27%. .

.
.

,

. A substantial proportion of institutions--42%.--verifies competence in Chineswin at:le'ast 2, ways;
'208 cheCX language competence nun 3 ways. It is evidedt'from our returns that some institutions are more
careful to verify-Chinese langtege competence than are others: 75% of NDEA centers, indicated that they
check the competence of potential instructors by means of two'measurei, while only 43% ofresponaing
four -year colleges die} the same. Of--the NDEA centers,,501 indicated'that they verified language com-
petence 3 ways, while for small universities the corresponding percentage was15%. V

By'far the most frequent type of verification--56%--1S the oral intervie;, to assure tiat a native
Chinese has an 4bbeht tbat will becoipatiblewith-theexisting program., The next most frequently used
test-- 40% - -is the oralimterView to 'assure;414 a non-native has adequate control of oral Chinese. Only
21% of our 7espondents require a writing sample,. Other methods of evaluation .were reported by 17% of our

-respondents. f' ' ',. s L. . ..

With respelt to the possibil*ty"of Chinese language7teaching openings, in tenure-track positions over'
. r

the next 5 yeaii,.'about-55% of our respondents foresee none; a .total of 38 openings are forecast by 26
different institutions, 21'of Which-predict they will'have 1 opening only over the next 5 years. Five.

'stich Openings were forecast by NDEA centers,jp by large universities withoUt centers, 7 by smaller uni.T
versities, 2 inTfour-year grolleges; and 2 inItwcfryear colleges.

4( Approximately 48% of our responding inst;tutiont foresee no opening over the next 5 years for
.

... Chinese language teachers on fixed-year contracts.. Thirtyseven institutions indicated,,that.theysi4ould
probably be hiring at least 1 Chinese language instructor on a fixed-Year, contract over the next 5.,years. '
the total number of possible 'openings being 12.. A number of institutionsappeared to be including.
openings for. TA positions in this total. For. the most 'part, institutions reported that only 1 fiked-year

4
contract vacancy would occur; such was the case with 2. NDEA centers, 12 large universities, 7- smallev..--
universities, 3 four-year collegesala -4 two-year colleges.. ,

. .' . ,...

'"

. :,..

. A.;
..F..

1 40 :5.4 Pedagogicak'Training and Professional Development Opportunities
_ .

Respondents were asked to indicate whether they provide new teaching staff,of all types with 'an
introduction to and training in the teaching Methads of their particular program: Overall,..471 of our .
respondents indicated that they do provide some sort of introduction to their teaching approach.and
methods. %/Jar the largest proportion of NDEA,centers (83%) provides this type ortraining for incoming
language_instructork....ApproXimately half thib-proportion of large and Smaki universities proVides. such-
training to incoming instructors:. 46% for large universities, 44% for smaller ones.. Thir47-six percent,
is the .corresponding figure for both lour -year and two-year colleges. While.these statistics appear to
underline impressively the.NDEA centers' commitment to quality in Chinese' language instruction, it could
be that--at least in part--this training is necessary 'in order to coordinate,the various pedagogical
approaches of a large teaching staff..
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Virtually all respondents who indicated that some training in their,teaching methods was providedtheir,teaching
thin activity briefly., These 'comments revedl-A-wide diversity of approaches to teacher

ainingeranging fromxtremely perfUnctokyintrodtistions to text,and aPproach, to extensive course
work, observation, and supervised teaching. :Most frequently mentioned were .(1) discussion Or course
work in the methodology of Chinese language teaching (although in most institutions this does not appear
to-be -overly -structUred,--several-large:departments offer.xOurses -in7the -methOdology -of-teaching the

Chinese lAnguage);"(2) 'class observation of eeperien9ed'instkuctorst (3) practice teaching supervised
by experienced instructors. A very sMall.nuMber.oUinstitutions require new instructors to take'course

v,work to prepare them_ for teaching; larger number encourage 'new instructors to take such course work- -
for!Axample, courses in Chinese linguistics.:

-
.-Pespondents.were asked whetherChinese language -teachingAtaff, regardless of levels, are provided

the opportunity to upgrade their.-pedagogical competence. Sixty-five percent responded in the affir-
mative. COmments received..were amoritthe most voluminous on thequestionnaire. Most respondents either.
implied or Atatedexplicitly that theinitiative for prmfessional_development rests with the individual -.
instrUctaig.though-eome (obviously' responsible for large programs"employing TAs or other subordinate
instruc describe extensive professional developmentkograms. Only one respondent mentioned speci....!

.ly that one criterion of faculty evaluation on thatampus is the amount of time devoted to improve
ment of teaching.

The most fiequently mentioned professional tdevelopment experiences are either informal staff.
meetings or more formalized seminars and workshops, _Several on.;.camPus programs sound_particularly------
valuablevthey typiCally involve weekly or: biweekly meetings 'of .instructiOn-ileataff for the coordination
of course content and discussion of_instruCtional problems. Several such seminar programs involve the.
development of reading and audio-visual teaching materials.

It is a widely held opinion that many teachers of Chinese in the United States have been away from
the Far East for so long that their usage of Mandarin no longer corresponds to the current idiom.
FurthIrmore, until normalization of relations with the People's Republic of China, it was difficult - -if
not impossible - -for a substantial proportion of Chinese language teachers in-the U.S: to return to the
mainland. In order to document this need we asked our respondents whether current teaching. staff,

regardless-of level,,ake provided the opportunity to upgrade their knowledge of contemporary Chinese.
-Only 39% of our respondents were able to respond affirmatiVely to this question, and in their subsequent
comments, it became clear that a sizable proportion of these 'was referring to workshops and conferences
-that involved no travel'to the Far East. Overall, only about 25% of our respondents appear to hive been
either to the PRC or .Taiwan recently themselves or to have colleagues who have done .so. With the rapid
opening up of exchangetpAubsequent to normalization, howeveroit is hoped that increasing numbers of
teachers of Chinese will have th3 opportuni#y.to update their knowledge of current usage throughe visit
to China.

we' askedanother measure of Professional development, wwasked for the number of language-teaching staff,
at all leVels, who were on leave doing research. Only 24% of our respondents (27 institutions), reported
such activities. Of 'the 26 individuals referred to in respondents' comments on this question, 8 were
involved inliterary research, 6 in linguistic research, 4 in historical research`, and 4 in research of
an unspecified nature; another ,4 were involved in materials development.

5.5 Instructor Related Changes to Improve Chinese Language Instruction

Our respondents were given the opportUnity to indicate from a list of options:or to make their own
suggestions regarding the changes they belieed would do most to improve the quality of Chinese language
teaching:. Respondents were told to rank-order their choices; returns from this question are displayed in
Table 14.: Although not the first priority of the largeit proportion of our respondents'themost fre-

mentioned priority was more thorough pedagogical training before beginning teaching. The second
Most frequently mentioned improvement overall was the need for smaller classes in.language -learning
courses during the first and second years of instruction, mentioned by 31.5% of our respondents. Other
priorities'are listed in Table 14. The'most frequently mentioned first priority of our respondents was
the need for smaller classes. The most frequently mentioned responses listed under "other"-:,were the need
fok more fUnding and more staff to accommodate the students presently enrolled and the'heed for more
accessible study ahrOad.

The most interesting and perhaps revealing result from this question is the large number of
non -responsesu 15.3% of reipondents did not indicate any response for first priority ; .49.5% did not indi-
cate any second priority; 71.2%. indicated no third priority. This low responee'rate leads one to
question whether this matter is a central concern of.a substantial number of our respondents. Of course,
.it could also indicate that we aid not phrase our question,, correctly.

5.6 t"Outreach" Activities of Faculty. Membered
0

el By "tnaxegen," we mean activities through which university faculty take their language and cultural
Axpertise."offrcampus" toeprovide services to the'community at aarge for secondary or primary education.
Forty institutions responded, that they engage in some form of outreach activity; 37 of these provided-
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TABLE 14

. RANK ORDERS 60 DESIRABLE =wow TO IMPROVE CHINESE LANGUAGE TEACHING
'ON-UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES, IN PERCENTS -CF TOTAL RESPONDENTS

.A .

First
priority

Second
P Priority

Third
riority

Totil %
Rankings 1-3Possible Changes

Better pedagogical'training before teaching . 19.88 9.0 4.5 , 33.3

Smaller classes:
. 22.5 6.3 -2.7 31.5

More natives as teachers 5.4-- 27.6.--12.-6 12,6

, -
Better pedagogical training, TAs, tutors 5.4 .16.8 8.1 24.3'

More visiting pedagogical experts
_

'9.0 _ _____ 9.D, ------5.4----:-:-. -23.4-

15.3 2.7 2.f 20.7Other

- -

Missing
- 15.3 9.0 9.0

: No second/third mention 40.5 62.2

comments on the nature of these activities. .Seven out of 12 NDEA centers (68%) and 35% of large univer-
sities, small universities, and two-year Colleges reported engaging in some form of outreach activity..
For four-year colleges, the percentage mas.14%.

The kind of outreach varies widely. according-to the institution's location: those.located near
sizable Chinese ethnic communities tend (as one would naturally-expect)-to have more active outreach
programs than-those that. are not-so situated. For the most part, 'Chinese staff members at.the latter.:
type of institution give lectures,-demonstrations, and slide shows on Chinese language, culture, art,
histOry, and current events to local high schoolti,- elementary schools, and interested community groups.
In areas Where interest is high, these Presentations Are frequent and numerous; in other places, as one
respondent pointed out, "much more could be done if the invitations were available."

In the feK.areas.where Chinese is taught in secondary schools (for. example, such urban areas as New
York City, Boston, St. Louis, and various, locations in California), college and 'university faculty not
only'give the kindsof presentations just referred to but also work with high school Chinese teachers by
helping to coordinate programs,-giving workshops, and developing materiels: One respondent has taught'
Chinese to'second- and third-graders. Five institutionsfreported offering Chinese outside the univer-
sities at off-campus satellite centers or in4pilot Saturday schools. In a few cases, Chinese majors are

-sent to lOcal schools to observe and assist teachers. Three institutions indicated that they participate
in local high school contests in public speaking and composition.,

'The institutions located near Chiitese Communities'are-not only involved,,min educating the non-Chinese
community about China and Chinese, but provide services for the local Chinese populace as well. For
example, one institution located in New York City collaborates with a_bilingual program in Chinatown.
Several other institutions repbrt that their faculty offer English' Classes or private tutoring for native
speakers of Chineie. -Outreach is not limited to the purely academic: one institution, in addition to
offering classes at Chinese community schools, assists ethnic Chinese residents with their income tax
returni.

'6.1 Textbooks in Current Usage

o .

6.0 MATERIALS OF INSTRUCTION

Tables 15 through 20 list the most commonly used textbookmaterials, as reported by our respondents,
for first-Ithrough fourth-year Chinese language instruction. For first and second years',..we requested
that our respondents list separately materials used for the basic text end'fOr the introduction of
Chinese characters. 'In soma cases; the textbook do question. does not fit our dichotomy (e,g.,
DeFrancis' Character Text for Beginning Chinese), so we have consolidated responies from'both the basic
text and the character-learning.text categories. We alSo consolidated tabulations for series of volumes
under one title, for example, Wang and Chang's'Read Chinese Books I, II, III.
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Naturally, first- and second-year texts were mentioned any more. times than were third- and fourth-
'year texts, since the latter courses'are given in'asmaller number of institutions $46 a sinner number of
students. Tables 15 through 20 do'not capture the wide diversity. of text usage in all courses. For .each:7"--
of the courses involved, at least 10 different textbooks were zepoited in use by 1 or 2 individuals;
rather than list these here, we refer the reader to the extensive list of materials for Chinese language
instruction in Johnson et Al.

By far the most popular-text for classical Chinepe is Shadick'S A First Course in Literary Chinese,
Volumes I, II, III; th)se materials were mentioned by 18 different respondents.

TABLE 15

_.

MOST COMMONLY USED FIRST-YEAR BASIC TEXTS
.Text No. Times Mentioned

DeFrancis, John. Beginning Chinese. Rev. ed. New_Haven,__CR:__Yale-University
_ ..____ _

_ _ Press-,-;-1963V---. 44

Elementary Chinese, Parts I, II. Peking, China: Commercial Press, 1974. 29

DeFrancis, John.. Character Text for Beginning Chinese. New Haven, Cr: Yale
f,. 1964. 25

.

1.N.::itenn, Henry C. and M. Gardner Tewksbury. Speak Mandarin: A Beginning Text in
',..;ai4 Spoken Chinese. New Haven, Cr: Yale University Press, 1967. 22

Tewksbury, M. Gardner. Speak Chinese, New Haven, CT: Yale University Institute.
of Far Eastern Languages, 1948. 17

Inter-Agency Language. Roundtable. Standard Chinese: A Modular Approach,,,Wash-
ington, D.C.: Inter-Agency Language Roundtable. 6

TABLE 16

MOST COMMONLY USED FIRST-YEAR CHARACTER-LEARNING TEXTS
Text No. Times Mentioned

Wang, Fred Fang- yu-'and Richard Chang. Read Chinese, Books I, II, or III.
New Haven, CT: Yale University, Far Eastern Publications, 1958-61. 59

.DeFrancis, John. Beginning Chinese Reader: Parts I, II. New Haven, Cr:
Yale University Press, 1966. . 20

Wang, Fred Fang-yu. The Lady in the Painting. /ftw Haven, : Yale,
Univefsity, Far Eastern Publications, 1957.

TABLE 17

MOST COMMONLY USED SECOND-YEAR BASIC TEXTS
Text No. Times Mentioned

Huang, Parker Po-fei, et al. Twenty Lectures on Chinese Culture: An Intermediate
Chinese Textbook. New Hasien, CT: Yale University Press, 1967. 31

Wang, Fred Fang-yg. Chinese Dialogues. New Haven, CT: Yale University, Far
28.Eastern Publications, 1953.

DeFrancis,. John and Teng Chia-yee. Intermediate Chinese. New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1964. 12

DeFrandis,John. Character Text for Intermediate' Chinese. New. Haven, Cr: Yale
University Press, 1965.

Inter-Agency Language Roundtable., Standard'Chinese: A Modular Approach. Wash-
ington, D.C.: Inter - Agency Language Roundtable.

. 7
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. TABLE18

HOST 'COMMONLY USED SECOND-YEAR CHARACTER-LEARNING TEXTS

Wang, Fred Fang-yu and Richard Chang. Read Chinese Books I, II, III. New Haven,
CT:1 Yale University,"Far Ea'stern Publications, 1958 -61. 62

Chinese Reader, Parts I and II. Peking, China:--Commercial Press, 1972.. 45

Lee, iiam:chen. . Read about China. 2nd ed. NewHaven, CT: Yale University, Far-_

Eastern Publications, 1958.

No. Times Mentioned

DeFrancie, John. Intermediate Chinese Reader: Parts.INand II. New Haven, CT: Yale
Unive .- . 16

Linda and Roger Yen, eds. Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio. New Haven,
CT: Yale University, Far-Eastern Publications, 1958. F 8

TABLE 19

MOST COMMONLY:USED THIRD-YEAR TEXTS
Text .1

No. Times Mentioned

Mills, Harriet C. and P.S. Ni. Intermediate Reader in Modern Chinese. Ithaca,1NY:.
Cornell University Press, 1967. . 12

Liu, Wu -chi and Tien-yi Li, eds. Readings in Contemporary Chinese Literature.
New Haven, Cr: Yale University, Fir Eastern Publications, 1964 -68. 10

Chih, Yu-Ju. A Primer of Newspaper Chinese. Rev. ed._ New Haven, CT: Tile
--University, Far Eastern Publications', 1970. "(reprint of1956 ed.)

Huang, Parker Po-fei, et'al. Twenty Lectures on Chinese Culture: An Intermediate
Chinese Textbook. New Haven, CT: Yale University. Preps., 1967.

Hsu, Vivian. Readings from the People's Daily. New Haven,CT:tA Yale UniversityI
Far Eastern Publications, 1975.

DeFrancis, John. 'Advanced Chinese. New Haven, CT: .Yale University Press, 1966.

6

5

4

Text

:TABLE 20

MOST COMMONLY USED FOURTH-YEAR TEXTS

A .

Liu, Wu-chi'and Tien-yi Li, eds. Readings in Contemporary Chinese Literature. .New
Haven, CT: Yale University, Far Eastern Publications7-1964-68.-

.
,'

`Chi, Wen-shun, ed. Readings in Chinese Communist Documents. Berkeley, CA: Univer-'
'sity of California- Press, 1963.

e

*
Chih, Yu-Ju. A Primer of Newspaper Chinese. Rev. ed. New-Haven, CT: -Yale

University,. Far Eastern Publications, 1970. (reprint of 1956 ed.)v,

No. Times Mentioned

10,

'6.2 Use of Supplementary Materials "

One question in our survey form attempted to discover whether teachers of Chinese in this country
are using instructional. materials that are not published as basic texts, but rather are-used to provide
variatio and "real-life' interest in the language classroom. In the commonly. taught languages, a wide
variety of such materials exist--both printed and audiovisual--that can be adapted by the language
teacher. This does not appear to be the case for Chinese language 'instruction, "jndging from the respon-
ses we obtained, and those supplementary materials that do exist do not seem to be widely used (e.g.,
Videofilms produced'at Princeton, Stanford, and Berkeley). -We divided the responses relating.toaupple-



mentary materials into three parts: printed materials, tapes, and video materials. Supplementary
printed materials tend to.be the textbook materials listed ip*Johnson et al ---and are used most frequently
in first -year Chinese instruction. Only 10 respondents-(9% of'our return) sai-d-that they were using such
materials. Virtually all the "supplementary"raudt6eapes thalTit're--nsed-seem to.be the ta/Se programs of
the standard text materials. Only 12 respOnderiES-111%of. the sample) made specific mention of audiotaped
materials. It is very likely, howevere..that a substantially larger proportion of Chinese teachers does
make use of-these programs., Since we:;did-liaask whether oui- respondents were using the taped materials-
that accompany their basic......xt-rfrgecannot verify this point. Only 5 respondents indicated that they
make use of sdpplementrsx.,video mateials. One respondent is using a slide-tape presentation "Young
American 5cholars Travel In the People's Republid of china," by Berninghausen and,Chiang; two respondents
use th5/15rinceton videofilm Biao (The Watch) -; and-one -of -these -uses -the-Princeton-filT-Al-Le 21556§-Nian
(The -Sorrows of Middle Age).

6.3 Most Needed Materials-of Instruction,
. er-- -

Most of our information concerning this topic comes from a question in which our respondents were
asked to rank-order a number of types of materialt that they might need. The options we supplied are
listed in the left-hand column of Table 21. Responses for ranks 1'through 3 are found in this table as

. well as an expression of overall interest (a sum of ranks 1, 2, and 3).

TABLE 21

MATERIALS OF INSTRUCTION MOST NEEDED FOR CHINESE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION,
BY RANK ORDER, IN PERCENT OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS

Ranked Ranked Banked Total .A
Type of material First Second Third Rankings 1-3

Graded reading material 28 17 14 59

;Graded listening comprehension materials ! 19 32 12' ;63
..-- i

c "
.. "Real-life". listening comprehension material
, -irtim Chinese TV and films (Hong Kong and Taiwan) 12 9 , 22 43,..

Materials from the Peoples Republic ofChina
for both listening and 'reading, 13 13 11 37

Better materials to teach Chinese characters
to Americans 12 12 12 36

Other
: 8 3 5 16

Missing 9 6 6

Graded reading material was given first priority by 28% of our respondents; 19% listed "graded
listening comprehension materials as most important. Listening comprehension materials were ranked
second by 32% of our: respondents, and "real-life" listening comprehension material from Chinese televi-
sion and film was indicated as the third most important area for materials development by 22% of our
respondents. The face that the first three.options lioted on our question turned out to have the: largest
proportion of responses for ranks 1, 2, and 3, respecKvely, causes us some concern about the validitpof
any conclusions that we may make here. It could be that a significant prOportion of our respondents
simply rank-ordered the first three options in our questionnaire. It could also be, of course, that in
constructing our questionnaire, we by chance listed our options in a way that corresponded with perceived
needs.

If one adds the first, second, and third rankings in order to obtain the percentage of respondents
who mentioned a particular type of material (see the right-hand column of Table 21), one dotains a
slightly different picture of priorities. Overall, graded listening materials were mentioned' by the
largest proportion of our respondents' (63%), followed closely by graded reading materials (59%). The
next three categories of materials listed on our questionnaire fell_well.below,those juitmentioned,
although a substantial proportion of respondents obviously feels that there is a need for these
materials: "real-life" listening comprehension materials from Chinese television and film (43%),
listening and reading comprehension materials from the PRC (37%), and better materials to teach Chinese
characters to Americans (36%). A total. of 19 respondents indicated a need for a wide variety of other
materials, including audiotapes (5 respondenta, which supports even further our conclusion that this is
the first priority of the field), "textbooks from the Far East," "programmed (self-correcting) instruc-
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tional materials,'" "bilingual dictionary:" second-year text," "grammat book," "dialogues,". and p
"transparencies."-

One respondent commented upon the need for textbooks "which are designed for teaching students in
America with no cultural expose -:s to China...which...teach them to say things-that-Chinese say
frequently...but which also' teach them to, say things that American students are going to want to say or
talk about even if ow frequency or unusuarin'China, ire., 'pass the butter,' to hitchhike,' 'televison
program,'' etc." Th s same. respondent mentioned that the materials of, the Inter-Agency Language
Roundtable's Sta d Chinese: A Modular Approach come closest to achieving this. .

---67-4-711taterials under Development

.1 . ___ _ ___

Ti-response-tn-4AOhtion asking whether anyone in the Chinese language instruction program was
currently engaged in developing materials for instruction, 37 of (1,..r respondents (33%) replied in. the
affirmative. Most of/this materials development is taking place witnin NDEA centers (9 of 12.

.

respondents),-large-universitiesA16 of 46 respondents),- -and small universities (9 of 28 respondents).
Respondents froM only.3 of 14'four7year colleges reported that instructional materials were being
developed; none of the 11 two-year colleges reported materials develOpment. A listing of authors,
titles, institutions, and funding sources (if any) may, Ix found in Appendix A.

.

7.0 PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

1!

s 7,1 -Organizational "Home" of Chinese Language Study

s indicated in Table 22, Chinese language instructional Programs are to he'found in a wide variety
of different administrative units in American colleges and universities. The largest programs tend to be
situated in departments of Far Eastern language and literature. Such is the case with slightly over half
the NDEA centers (7) in our sample and with almost 20% (8) of the large universities in the sample. On
most campuses', however, Chinese is one of the foreign languages taught in a department of modern/foreign..
languages. ut half the Chinese-language instruction progiams are thus situated in.four-year colleges,
.small universities, and large ones. .fn-9-of 11 twO7year collegesreporting; Chinese is taught in the..
department of foreign, languages. A small nUMber of institutions house their Chinede language instruction
prograins within an area studies program; this accounts for a small proportion of all categories of'our
sample, with the exception of the NDEA centers (4 institutions, 31% of the sample). The remaining
Chinese instruction programs, almost 25% of the totalfNare housed in one of the following.academic units:
linguistics, Romance languages, Slavic or GerManiC languages, neglected or critical languages, a social
science department, other. (unidentified academic unit).

Of the institutions responding to our questionnaire, slightly over 79% indicated that they house;an
area studies prograta.that relates,to China (see Table 23). About 19% have a program in Chinese area
studies, while 25% have a Far Eastern area studies program. A large number (34%) took the oppo'tunity to
describe the type of area studieslarogram at their institutioh. Virtually, all the large number of write7
in responses (34% of the total) may be assigned to one of our designated categories, however.,

While a large proportion of institutions teaching Chinese hals\in addition an area 'studies program
focusing either on China or on the Far Eadt,'it is the Chinese language instruction-program that inmost
cases (67%) is solely responsible for determining the language curriculum at the institution. Fifteen
percent of our respondents indidated that Chinese language curriculum is determined by language instruc-
tional personnel in collaboration with area studies' instructors outside the Chinese language program, and
114 indicated other unspecified interdepartmental arangements.

'7.2 Program Structure

7.2.1 Organization of Firit-Year Instruction -- Non - Intensive vs. Intensive

At 28% of the institutions responding, first-year non-intensive Chinese lanimage instruction is
directed by instructor-professors and taught by them and by lower-level personnel, either lecturers,
tutors,'Or TAB. Approximately 16% indicated that each Chinese language teacher is responsible for 'his or
her own class; half Of these respondents mentioned that coordination between these autonomous instructors
is quite close,,While. the other half indicated that there is little or no coordination. Only Ekspe-
cified that a team-teaching approach is used, with teachers sharing the responsibilityfdr several sec-
tions. This.apProaCh is-particularly'popular in the NDEA centers, however, with '4out of 12 institutions
reporting this method. A disappointing 45% of our respOndents ohOse not to.answer this question, so,we
cannot be extremely confident that the prOcedures just outlined are representative of the whole pOpula-
Lion.
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.TABLE 22

ORGANIZATIONAL "HOME" OF-CHINE4E-LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, BY. INSTITUTION TYPE
;

Academic Unit s.

.
.

NDEA .

Cayr .

.

Large
University

. . .
.

..

Small

University
'4-year
Colls.ee.

2-year
College TOTAL

Modern, or ForeignLanguages 19 16 52

Far-Eastern Languages 7 8 1 0 0 16and-- .

Literature.

Area Studies 3 5 3 1 16

Linguistics 0 5. 1 0 6

Slavic or Germanic Languages 0 4 0 1 1

Chinese Language and Literature 0 2 1 1

Romeude Langu:ges 0 3 0 0 6 4

-.1

Social Studies ' 0 1
i

1 0

Negledted or, Critical Languages 0 1 0 0 0

I

Other, Miscellaneous. 0 0 2 2 0 4'
.

N4

1.

TABLE 23

NN
PRESENCE OFNAN AREA STUDIES PROGRAM,

-s.

NDEA
\\Cehter

BY TYPE OF PROGRAM AND BY INSTITUTION TYPE
.

Large Small 4-year 2-year
University University College College TOTAL

Chinese Area Studies

...

\ .3 8 , : 6 2 2 21

Far East Area Studies 3 11 7 6 1 28

Other, unspecified 1 1 1 0 0 3

Other, miscellaneous,. with
comments .

5 17 5 3
i

38
I

Not applicable or missing 0 9 6, 1 5 21

TOTAL 12 46 '28 14 11 . 111

- ;

From the responses in our.sample,'it-appears that very few.institutione of higher education la this
country,offer intensive Chinese language instruction. In our sample, 8 of 12_NDEL centers'were teaching
intensive Chinese during academic year-,1978-79, as were 9 of 46 large universities, 7 of 28 small univer-
sities, 2 of 14 four-year colleges, and notwO-year colleges.. Most commonly used by far (56%1.of the
total 25 institutions offering intensive Chinese) is the instructional. organization in which professor/
instructors manage lower-level.instructional personnel; team-teaching is the next most frequently used .

organizational pattern (20% of reporting institutions). Autonomous individual instructors were reported
by 24% of the.respondents.

7.2.2. Average Class Size and Number:of Sections, First Year.

Fifty-four perceni.of our respondents reportedan average class size orbetween 11 and 20 students
in first-year, non-intensive Chinese. Only 8 institutions indicated 5 or less stUdentsi 15. reported an
average class size of between 6 and 10 students. Twelve of our respondents (16% of those answering thie
question) Indicated that their claim 'size in .non- intensive first-year Chinese is 21 students or more.
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As one might surmise, average reported class size is.smaller for intensive first-year Chinese.
Fourteen institutions (50% of those responding to this question) indicated that claeesize for this type
of instruction is between 6 and 10 students.; three institutions (11%) indicated 1 -5 students, while 10
institutions (36%) indicated classes,of 11-20 students. Only 1 institution indicated a class size of
21 or more students for intensive language instruction.

Bali' our responding institutions indicated that they had only one section. of beginning non-intensive
Chinese.in fall 1978. (See,Table 24.) Twelve institutions offered no first-year non-intensive courses
during fall 1978. One sees from Table 24 that several of the NDEA-funded centers operate extremely large
multisection elementary Chinese language instructional, programs.

A substantial majority of institutions offering intensive first-year Chinese run only one section at
a time (17 out of 27 in fall 1978). SiX institutions reported 2 sections, 2 reported 3 sections, and 1'
reported 4 sections..

TABLE 24

NUMBER OF NON-INTENSIVE (NI) AND INTENSIVE (I) SECTIONS OF FIRST-YEAR CHINESE,
FALL 1978, BY INSTITUTION TYPE

No. of
.Sections

NDEA

Center
Large. '

University
Small

University
4-year
College

2-year

College
Total,

Institutions
Total,

No. of Sections

NI I NI I NI I NI I NI I NI I NI I , ALL

0 1 2' 5 21 5 16 1 6 0 8 12 53

1 1 5 27 5 11 6 11 1 5 0 55 '17 55 17 72

3 3 1 8 1 1 '1 4 0 24 6 48 12 60

3 2 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 2 12 6 18

4 1 .0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 16 4 20

5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 5

6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 6

7 1 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 7

Missing 1

.

2
.

4 16 3 5 0 6 1 3 9 32

TOTAL 12 12 46 46 28 28 14' 14 11 11 111 111 49 39 188

7.2.3 Emphasis on Various Aspects of Language Instruction

Respondents were asked to estimate the percentage of emphasis placed on various aspects of instruc-
tion in Chinese language from the first through the fourth year. They were asked to consider not only
the time spent in Class, but also the time their students spend with,a tutor ,(if available),
-laboratory work, and homework. In first-year Chinese instruction,' our respondents indicated that from
.15% to 228 of instructional effort is placed upon pronunciation,-As is the case with virtually all these
estimates,. averages by institution type do not vary by much more tan 10%, which leads us to conclude
that there is A certain degree of consensus in Chinese language teaching about what is most important.
It should be noted as well_ that majordeviationsfrom these averages are not shown in our figures here,
which are averages only.

For first-year Chinese instruction, most respondents place between 16%'and 23% of the total empha-
sis on grammar mastery, with such mastery being least important. to community college instructors and most
important to respondents from small universities. With respect to developing 'communicative competence
(i.e., the ability to use known patterns to express personal meaning), most' respondents cluster around
15%,.with NDEA center respondents averaging slightly .over 17%. Oral comprehension (i.e., developing the
ability to understand spoken Chinese) is estimated by most of our respondents to merit between 13% and
22% of instructional effort. Oral comprehension appeared to be least important to respondents from four-
year colleges, and most important to community college respondents.

Respondents were asked to.rate 2 activities with respect to the Chinese writing system:. those
designed to develop the ability to read Chinese characters,, and those relating to developing students'
ability to write Chinese :haracters. The majority of respondents indicated that the sum of thesp.2 acti-
vities should account f4,.. :approximately 25% of the effort in a first-year,Chineselanguage course, with
approximately 15% of the effort going toward learning to riad,Chinese characters, and 10% going toward.
learning to Write them.
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The' development of an appreciation of and a knowledge about Chinese culture is not considered an
extremely important part of a beginning Chinese language course, judging from, the responses to our
questionnaire. Chinese culture is deemed worthy of between 4%and 7% of the instructional.'effort, with
two-year colleges the latter, and the other types of institutions recommending betWeen 4%
and 5%,.

Responses to our questionnaire indicate significant changes' in priorities as one goes from the ele-
mentary.level to the advanced level of Chinese language instruction: For instance, most respondents
indicated that in the first year, about 168 to 20% of the instructional'effort is devoted to pronun-
ciation. By the second year, most respondent's had reduced this 'percentage to betweerr 11% and 138; by
the third year, the percentage was- further reduced to between 6% and 8%. By the fourth year, the percen-
tage of.overall effort devoted to pronunciation had dipped below 5%.

Most respondents reported that between- 18% end,258 of their time in first-year Chinese was spent on
grammar instruction. In second-year courses this figure dropped to 16%, and by third- and fourth-year
Chinese,. to below 108:

Most respondents. reported expending approximately the same percentage of effort on developing com-
municative competence in the second year as in- the first year, i.e,., approximately 15%. By the third
year, however, this level of effort was down to about 12%, and for the fourth year, below 12%; For oral
comprehension, respondents 'from all institution types reported approximately the same percentage. of time .

.for the first, second, and'thiid years: 15%. By the fourth year, this drops to about 12%.
While the emphasis on the development of oral competence decreases from first through fourth year of,

Chinese language instruction,. the reverse is true for instruction in the Chinese writing system. While
10-15% of instructional time is spent on reading Chinese characters in'elementary Chinese, by the second":
year, most respondents indicate that approximately 20% of instructional time is';spent in readirig Chinese
characters, and in third and fourth years, between 24% and 34%. A similar increase is seen inIthe amount
of. effort expended in learning to write Chinese characters. In the first year, between 1% and 12% of.
instructional time is spent learning the characters, By the secod year, this percentage is slightly

---higherr-averaging-aboutt2%-r-by-third-yeari=the verage'is higher still--approximately 138where it
remains in the fourth year.

.

While Chinese culture is not an important, priority in first-year Chinese language instruction, it
becomes increasingly.important in second. through fOurth.years. ,A slight increase in importance is con-
veyed by our respondents for second year: about 6% of overall instructional effort. By third year, the
average is about 11% and remains the same in fourth year.

Chinese language teaching in two -year. colleges differs significantly from that in four-year academic
institutions in several respects. First, pronunciation appears to be more important at the former, both
in the first and second years (20% of instructional effort). Grammar mastery is less important in two-
year colleges in both first- and second-year courses, as well as reading and writing'Chinese characters.
Finally, instruction about Chinese culture is more important in community colleges than it is in 'four-
year institutions. .These differences in emphasis probably stem from the fact that. twoyear college
Chinese Language instruction is directed to a predominantly ethnic Chinese student body that is less
"academically inclined" than that found in other institutions. In addition, this student body is likely
to have some familiarity with. spoken Chinese'and may not wish to study its grammar or to study inten-
sively the writing system.

7.2.4 Hours of Instruction per Year

In order to determine how much. exposure a student could have to Chinese language by takinga %.
'sequence of language courses, we obtained from our respondents information about the number' of hours per
week the courses meet and the number of weeks of Instructional time per year (see Table 25).

Our original intent was to obtain information about non-intensive' courses and intensivecourtes, and
to compare the number of instructional hours one could typically expect to receive in each of. these.
Since we did not receive good data to differentiate between. the two types of. instruction, Table 25 lists
number of hours for all first- and second-year courses. It is interestin4 to note the different! number..
of hours obtained, particularly in first and second year, acrOss.inatitution types. The higherinumber
of average hours in first-year courses in NDEA centers.no doubt stems, at least In part, from the fact..
that because some of these conrsea are intensive; they include a significantly higher number of hours per
year. Since large universities have a fairly high. percentage of intensive courses:,. we were surprised at
the comparatively low total (465.hours) for a 4-year sequence of.Chinese-Language. Noteworthy It well is
the decrease in numherof contact hours per year over the four-year, span for virtually every institution
type. The only exception to this is a slight rise in number of hours per year between years 2 and 3 in
small universities. We will return to this topic in Section 8 during our discussion of student'cOm-
petence.

7.3 Testing

7.3.1 Use of Proficiency Tests for Placement and Promotitin

In response to the question "Do' you test your students' knowledge of Chinese with a proficiency test
(i.e., a test not designed to measure student mastery of material learned in a specific courbeat any
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TABLE 25

EXPOSURE HOURS PER YEAR, BY_COURSE_LEVEL* AND INSTITUTION TYPE

NDEA . Large Small
Level Center University University

4 -year

College
2-year

College

:First-year* 191 150 163 148 124

' Second-year* .182 123 139 135 120

\.,Third -year 127 , 100 144 109

FOurth-year 109 92 91 83

Total 'intructional hours after
following a fournrear (two-ypar for
2-year institutions) 'Sequence. 609 465 537 475 .244

.

*For 1st- and 2nd-year courses, intensiveand non-intensive sections are considered together with
sections of unspecified intensity.

point.during your sequence of language courses?", 85% of oUr..respondents answered in the negative.. Most
of the 12 respondents who answeredaffirMatively.made reference to a "homemade" test, usually used for
placement at the time of enrollment. 'Another respondent mentioned .a prOficiency test administered only
to students who are in a bilingual instructional -aid.program. Two respondents employ the. United States
Department of Defense Language Proficiency Test in Chinese to evaluate.listening,and reading abilities.
Elsewhere dn our questtionnaire, we'posedthe-question "How do you 'valuate the Chinese niguage cwt
petence'pf incoming students in order... to them?" Respondents were allowedto indicate as many
responses\as were appropriate.' From our total of 111 respondents,.50.(45%). indicated that since none of
their entering students possessed any'significant Chinese language competence whatsoever, a placement
test was.notrelled for. Of the remaining. respondents, all indicated that they.gave incoming

. students an informal oral examination, though only 3 institutions mentioned any formal orartesting(such
as the oral interview examination performed biU:S. government language schools): Very few institutions
appear, to be using recommendations.from former teachers (5.4% of the total respondents). Thirty respon-'
dents told us that they employed some sort of written test, either reading or writing or .both,'.in order.
toevaluate and to place incoming students. Overall, 42% of our respondents indicated that they use ato

.Y

least 1 method of evaluation for incoming students,. 39% use at least 2,methods, and 9% use at least.3.

7.3.2 Need for and Potential Use of Standardized Proficiency Tests

Eighty-three percent of our respondents anAwered."yes" to the following question: "Do you feel that
a standardized test of Chinese Aanguage'proficiency in listeni speaking, reading, and writing needs to
be developed?" Support was highest amongrespondents from the la ger universities (92% positive); and
least positive. from the NDEA centers (72% positive) and two-year lleges_(33%).

.

Despite the' overWhelming expression of supPort for such a sten rdizetest in our statistics, among,
those respondents' Who wrote a ComAhnton.our.questionnatre form,.opin n was Split nearly. equally, with,
20 respondents making supportive comments16 respondents making negative comments, and 3 making neutral -.

ones. The most frequently repeated negative remark. was that standardize \tests would be difficult, if
not Impossible, to write because of differences in rodinization, text meter als, vocabulaiy, methods, ,and'
standardi.between Chinese language instructional programs. Positive cowmen were that it,would_be use-
ful to have enationwide "yarditick," that the test could serve ev,useful purpo e.ftr.placement of. -

incoming Students, and that such a.test would'be useful for establiihing nation etandards.for Chinese
language teaching. .

Eighty-four percent of our respondents indicated that they would use a standar ized prOficiency test
of Chihese, were ope available. Very few of our'respondents (6%) said that not uiesucha
test; it appears that some respondents of the 11ll.who did not answer the question.Woul otherwiseLhave-
responded negatively. Of the 93 respondentA answering "yes" to the question, 37 provide comments,. Most:
of1whichigave conditions for theuSe.of any such proficiency test. The greatest concerns f our respon-
dents were first that the.test be "good," and second that it be suitable for use with the s dents iii the
respondent's program. For example, would a standardized.caoficiency test be available for us with stu-
dents (primarily linguistics majors) whose only goal might be to gain contact with a nonIndo-k °peen--
language? In sum, the overwhelming majority of respoadents appear positively disposed to use a st.of
Chinese proficiency, if such an instrument (or instruments) would prOvide the,requisite flexibili for a
-wide variety of programs'Withmany different goals. -
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7.4 Methods of Utilizing Taped Instructional Material&

Respondents were asked to indicate both the mode of utilization (traditional language laboratory,
take-holas ,cassette material, etc.) and the language *ill (listening comirehension,- pronunciatiOn prac-_
tice, etc.) most emphasized in their use_of_taped-instructional-materiaT:7 For both these questions,
respondents were provided a list of options; including write-ins, and were asked to rank-order their
responses:

By far the most important method of tape utilization appears to be the "library system," in which
studentsattend a language laboratory, ,outside of class time, checking out instructional tapes as'they
needed. This method of tape utilization was reported to be most commonly used by 48% of our respondents. .v

Most institution type6 reported this level of usage, thoUgh NDEA centers and two-year colleges reported
proportions of 38% and 36%, respectively.

Take-home cassettes are the most commonly used node of tape utilization in 19% of our respondents'
programs, with all institution types reporting 'very nearly this level of usage. Language laboratory use,
with all'students listeriing to one tape program, was reported to be the most common type.by,18% of our
respondents. This Mode was most common among NDEA centers (31%--4 institutions) and in two-year colleges
(36%-4 institutions). Only 7% (8 institutions) of osr'respondents reported that the most frequent Mode
of tape'utilization involves the'use oJ a tape recorder in the language classroom itself. Three institu-
tions reported that they used dial access laboratory systems, and 1 respondent mentioned that the tabing
of classroom activity was the most important mode of tape utilization in the. program.

Overall, 79% of our respondents (88 institutions) indicated that they made useof a tape library
system, and 68%.(76 institutions) told us that take-home tapes were used in their programs. Broadcast of
a single program to students working in a language laboratory situation .was reported by 32% (35
respondents); and a tape recorder in the language class was. used by.27% (30, institutions) of our respon-
dents.

Almost as many institutions as use the tape library system supply take-home cassette tapes to stu-
dents; which also permits student control over the irestruttional' material, but they are.not considered
first-priority usage by nearly as great a proportion of respondentsas the former.

By.far the largest proportion of respondents (528) indicated that tape recordings were used pri-'
manly for listening comprehension in their programs. Thirty-two percent of our respOndents use taped

'peactime. In twn-yzar_zollegesszden
.reported that taped materials were:most important for pronunciation practice, while 4 of 11 respondents
(36%) told us that such materials were most impOrtant for listening comprehension. Mastery of gram-. .
matical structures is perceived by a very small percentage of our respondents (54) as the most important
usage of taped material.

With respect to overall, usage of taped material, the pattern is similar to that reported above.
Language tapes are us0V for developing listening Comprehension skills by 90% of our respondents (100
institutions), for .pronunciation work by 81% (90 institutions), and .for grammar practice by'67% (74
respondents). Although a very small proportion of respondents consider pattern practice to'be a first.
priority utilization of tapes. (only 53), two-thirds of our respondents report such usage. %1

The results just discussed indicate a high level of tape usage in Chinese'language instruction..
Only 1 institution (a large university) indicated that tapes were not uses at all in Chinese language
instruction there. However, it would seem that given the extreme difficulty of Chinese for American stu-
dents and the large number bk practice hours needed to develop some communicative ability in that
language, any institution seriously dedicated to developing such competence would use taped instructional.
materials to supplement classroom time for the development of all skill areas dealing with oral produc-

. tion .and reception._

$ $

7.5 Chinese Dialects and Romanizations

The preponderant 'dialect for Chinese instruction in the U.SA.is Mandarin. During academic year
1978-79, Our respondents reported a total of 155 students (138,undergraduates, 17 graduates) registered
for courses in Cantonese. Of the 17 graduate students, 12 were enrolled in 3 different NDEA centers, and
5 were studying in asmail university. Of the undergraduates, 50 were in4 different,NDEA centers, 24
were in 3 large universities, 50 were enrolled in 1 Oman university, and 14 were Studying. at 1 tworyear
college. Among our respondents, there were only 2 students reportbd to be studying other Chinese.
dialects.

We asked our survey respondents wftat forms of romanization their students were able to use after,
having successfully completed their sequence.of.Chinese language coursei. Judging from our 'responses,
there are 3 different forms of romanization currently being used in Chinese classes inhis.country:' Eia
yin, Yale; and Wade-Giles. Pin yin is by far the.most-widely taught; 72% of our reSpondents.reported
that their students were able to use this romanization, and'several individuals indicated that their .

instructional program was.adopting this romanization over one used in the,past. -Second.most frequently
indicated was.theYale romanization; 59% of our respOndents reported that their students were able to use
it. The Wade-Giles romanization was indicated by:414 of our respondents: Students from 12% of the
programs surveyed (13 institutions) are able 'to .use a fourth romanization, the National Phonetic Alpfiabet
(NPA). The NPA is particularly useful for students who pian to pursue study in. Taiwan. Regarding usage
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of differeht romanizations between institution types, our results show that.pin yin is used im all 12
NDEA centers of our sample, while other institution types report a less systematic usage of this romani-
ration (between 64% and 86% of total respondents in other categories). The Yale romanigationsis used in
approximately. 65% of all institutions, with the exception of small universities, of which only 43%. (12
institutions) report usage. Wade-Giles is used by 6 of 12 NDEA centers and by only 2 of 11 two-year
colleges (18%). Institutions of .other types fall between these.2 percentages. The NPA is used primarily
in NDEA centers and large universities.

Thirty-nine percent of our respondents indicated that only 1 romanization is learned by students at
their institutions. For two-year colleges, the percentage is 55%; for NDEA centers, phis is the case for
only 2 of 12 institutions reporting. Wenty-nine percent of our respondents told us that their students

.

learn 2 different romanizations; at 23% of our respondents' institutions, students learn 3 different
romanizations. In 5% of responding institutions, students leardv4 or more romanizations.

7.6. Study Abroad

Ap we.discuss.in.more detail later, extended experience.-in a Chinese - speaking environment is a vir-
tlial necessity in order for the AnglOphone American to attain substantial oral and written communicative
ability in Chinese. For this reason, the' vailability of high-quality study abroad opportunities for
American-students is of-.-extreme---impartareWightrndit qUebtiddlnaire and in our suggreitientai
research to determine the number of Americans studying Chinese, abroad and the quality of the'programs in
which they were enrolled, based: upon the anonymous comments ofourrespondents. In the time since our
questionnaire data were gathered (March-April 1979), opportunities for Chinese language study have
greatly increased within the PRC, making the Aatareported here mainly of historical interest. Several
questions of critical impOrtance,that are highlighted by our data will continue to be important,- however,
and will need the continuing attention. of those interested in assuring adequate Chinese language training
for Americans. .First, we must recognize the crucial importance of the study abroad experience for the
development of meaningful competence in Chines0, this experience must come as early as possible
(preferably during the undergraduate years), so that individuals receiving advanced trainingjn their
chosen 4sciplines are not hampered by the need to acquire basic facility in the Chinese langOge.

Second; the sources that fund American education must recognize that study abroad in the Far East is
an expensive undertaking and that undergraduates and graduates seeking to-obtain advanced levels of
Chinese language competence:are worthy of fellowship support. Currently,'neither undergraduate nor. grad-
uate study of the Chinese language itself makes' one eligible for felloWship support. Third, the
strengths and weaknesses of the many overseas Institutions offering Chinese language stbdy. to American.
students must'be made known-. This information must be provided to the various institutions:in this
country that send students abroad to develop their Chinese language competence. Despite the
overwhelmingly positive evaluation by our respondents of the study abroad experience in general, it is,
clear that some programs are substantially superior to others, simply'because care is taken to Use
appropriate materials and methods and to train instructional personnel to use these tools well. The only
published list of programs we discovered appears in 2'publications of the Institute of International
Education: Gail A. Cohen, ed., U.S. College-Sponsored Programs Abroad: Academic Year, 1979 and Gail A.
Cohen, ed. Summer. Study Abroad,'1979. Many of the programs referred to by our respondents are not men-

7.6.1 Ways in Which Study Abroad Is Encouraged
a

The most common way.our respondents' institutions' encourage study,abroad is by making appropriate '

literature availabie to biude.Ls. '75% of wir res b.indicated that suchjnforMation is provided to
students on'their campuses. All 12 NDEA centers make such literature ova a. e; as-do -slip more than
three-quarters of the large and small universities responding to our questionnaire. Only slightly more . .

than half our four-year and. tWoyear colleges repOrted'doing the same, however.
Fifty-nine perdent of institutions responding indicated that they accept credits from courses taken.

abroad. While smaller universities and fOur-year-colleges appeared to.use this more than other institu-
tion types (68% and 71%, respectively), only'1 of. 11 two-year colleges reported that credits from study
abroad are accepted.

.

Thathird most frequently mentioned method of encouraging study abroad is that of. waiving course
requirements in Chineie if a student has received equivalent. instruction abroad; 38% of our respondents
indicated that this practice is followed on their campuses. Procedure varies widely by, institutional
type 41 this matter; however: while 58% of NDEA centers reported waiving course requirements, the prac-
tice was reported by only 298 of four-year colleges. Slightly more than 40% of large and small univer-
sities repOrted such course waiving.. None of odr 11 two-year institutions permits the waiving of course
requirements'for study abroad, although this may simply be becauge there are no course requirements.

.

'7.6.2 pInstitutions and Programs in the Far East

We asked our survey respondents. to list the institutions in: the Far East to Which theyaent stu-
dents, individually, .or in groups, between 1976 and 979. 'The 10 most frequently mentioned institutions

c
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are cited in Table 26; some 26 other institutions`.were mentioned by 1 survey respondent each. The vast
majority of- respondents indicated that studeAte went abrO'ad individually and made their own arrangements,,
rather than going? in groups organized.by American institutions.

a

TABLE 26

TEN INSTITUTIONS IN THE FAR EAST
. AMERICAN STUDENTS OF CHINESE

N

Name

HAVING' RECEIVED THE

FROM 1976.-1979.

MOST

No. Times Mentioned

Mandarin Language Center, Taipei
23

Inter - University program for Chinese Langdige Studies,
(Administered by Stanford UniVersity)

Taipei

19

National Taiwan.Normal-UniverAty 16 -

Oberlin. Program(TunghaiUniversity) 10

Chinese University of Hong Kong
. .

°,

it"

7 .

Taipei Language nstitute
6.

Yale -C1 ,,,

0

National Cheng i Univeisity
6

Mandarin Daily New Institute 4

Beijing Languae rtitute

. ,

As menti ned earlier,. the ma3ority'of our respondents have an overwhelmingly positiveimpression of
the effect of experience abroad on the Chinese langUage competence of their students. Only 25% (12 of

,,/< 47) of our re ponden ' comments regarding study-abroad programs had anynegatiVe element in them. .:
InstitutiOnS eceiving e most positive comments were the Taipei Language.Institute, the Mandarin Daily
News Institu , and the In r-University Program in Taipei. Several critical remarks were made abut
each.of the ollowing institu ns: The Mandarin Center in Taipei, -Tunghai University in Taipei,
unnamed in tutions,in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Beijing... The criticisms reported in our questionnaires,

, are not susc ptible to analysis and reporting here, since they are for.the. most part quite :general-, and
there are no enough of them to obtain 'any sense. that they might be representative.

die study y adroad program must be singled out for'sPecial description here, since in our view it'.
rePesenti a national resource foot the development .cnpetence-tha-uld--disappear-or
seriously degenerate in quality if it dOes not receive appropriate levels of-support: Almost without
sexCeptton, in our discussions with various individuals around the country involVed.in Chinese. language

.

teaching, wejoUnd that Anglophone Americans who are leaders in Chinese language teaching and who do not
have the advantage of havingbeen brought up'speaking Chinese have spent some time in the

' Inter- University Program for Chine!le Language Studies-in Taipei (IUP). In addition, a significant number
of native Chinese language instructors Currently teaching in-the.U.S. have spent some time teaching at

Clearly,thie institution has had a'ma)or-impact 'upon Chinese language teaching in this country and
upon thelevei of Chinese competence of several hundred of the most fluent non - native speakers of Chineie
in the Milted States. .-

.

.

IUP, administered by Stanford University, was established in 1963 with substantial funding,Which.
.

lasted over the first 9years of its existence, frok theFord Foundation. Several other private fowl-
.. 'dations have also;4ontributed.to thesapportof PUP. Since 1970, however, piindipal support of IUP has.

comefronTyarioUs agencies -,of the U.S. government, chiefly the U.S. Education Department.
FOr.:Searly the Paet,,decade: the program has..received.support:On a yearto-year basis, a situation

that has the potential to compromise, its quality. Several'of the respondents to our:survey say.that tile
is already happhning. In order for the IUls to continue tole at the forefront 'of ChineSe language.
teaching.several'important Changes need to be made4L First! quality of teaching needs to be monitored
More,parefully than in'the recent past.. Second, the almost exclusively individual tutoring mode that is

-::-presentii\ntilizedat the Center needs to be replaced:by small -group (3-5'individuals) instruction, with
a much latger.portion of the classes using a fixed cfrticulum. Ii is anticipated that a considerable'
savings mighe--)ze: realized by effecting'this type of change. Third, the teaching materials ttiiized.by
the IUP sHould be carefully evaluated and upgraded. Fourth, the language laboratory needs to be updated
and better utilized. Filth, tha placement and achievement,testing program needs considerable attention

' and-improvement. For these'changes to take Place;:the IUP needs to have firm funding, which can probably
7 I.
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only come from the federal government. (For more detailed information regarding the functioning of the
"SUP, see the Report on the Joint Evaluation Session of Intensive Overseas Language:Programs.) .

.

.

7.6:3 Number of American Students Studying Chinese Language Abroad, 1978-1979.

. a
...

Table '27 displays the information we received from-cur respondents regarding study abroad during
1978-79. It °is interesting to note 6edIfference in study abroad. patterns betWeen institution. types.
For NDEA centers,. study abroad is clearly a typically graduate ratherthar an undergraduate affair: a'
total, of 28 graduate students versus 12 undergraduates .went abroad from NDEA centers during t978-79.

.

NDEA center students also tend tb spend a Whole yeavtabroad rather than a semester or summer:. 30 stu-
dents spent a whole year abroad, versus 10 for a semester or summer during 1978-79.

. .,

TABLE 27

NUMBER-0F UNDERGRADUATE (UG) AND GRADUATE (G) STUDENTS STUDYING CHINESE ABROAD,
BY INSTITUTION TYPE, 1978-79

' Large Small 4-year 2-year. NDEA

Center University University College :College TOTAL
__ .

UG G UG G Ue. G UG UG UG G' ALL

53 5 0 6 0 .42= 25 132 9 , 141 .

37. 22 26 6 43 9 121 52 173

.

90 27 32 6 BS` . 34 253 61 314

)

Semester/Summer 6 4

Whole year 6 24

Total : 12. 28

#
: In all other institution types, the pattern for study abroad is different from that just' described:

undergraduate students outnumber graduate students in both large and'amall universities, while four-year
and two-year colleges,. of course, send only undergraduates abroad. While NDEA centers have the largest
'number ofstudents studying abroad per institution (a total of 40 students abroad from 12'NDEA centers),'
the majority. of.students traveling abroad are from institutions belonging to the other 4 categories ( a
total Of 274-students abroad from 99 institutions), Thus, While NDEA centers appear to be sending. abroad
the largest number of graduate students to do extended language learning and research in Chinese, by far
the largest number of individuals with some considerable contact with Chinese langdage and culture are
coming from large afd small universities,. four-year and two-year-colleges.

7.6,4. InstitutiOns in U.S. ReceiVing the Most Transfer. Students in Chinese Language
.

In order to gain an impresSion of the extent of inter-institutional referral for Chinese. language
study within the United States, we asked ourtespondents to which institutions they sent their Chinese
language-stadents. By-far-the-Most-frequently mentioned-was-Middlebury-dollegei-which-was-cited-ty725-
different institutions. Next in order of frequency were University of California at Berkeley (mentioned
4 timesi, Princeton and the University of Washington- Seattle (each mentioned 3 times), Columbia
University,- Georgetown University', Seton Hall, and the University of'Midhigan (each mentioned twice).
Each of the following institutions was mentioned once: :San Francisco State University, Tufts University,
University of,British Columbia, University of Pennsylvania, University Of Southern California, Wellesley
College,' Wittenberg University.

7.7 Self - Instructional Chinese (Selr-Study Programs)
. wr .,

.

In an attemptio provide low-ct-,- instruction for languages with low enrollments (ofwhich'Chinese
is'one), some institutions haveimplemened priSgrams in a Self-instructional mode. These prOgramw.do not
involve the use of Hill -.or part-tine salaried instructors. Rather, they are guided, by faculty (who May:
or may not know. some' Chinese) who organize the' self-instructional process. These 'programs, almbst all of
them influenced by the model promulgated by the National Association for Self-InstructionalLanguage
Programs (NASILP), usually involve motivated, talented students working with materials that lend them-
selves to self-instruction, drill sessions with'native-speaking tutors, and a final examination given by
an outside examiner. c

.
.

'.,
-0 ,

.

Fourteen institutions returned a special questionnaire. that we developed to discover the extent and
nature of self-instructional Chinese"language programs. Five out of.14 programs we identified are
located in'New York State; the other 9 are fairly widely.distributed throughout the eastern and central
United States: 1 program each in Kansas, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin. The prOgrams'are usually located in institutions that can tap the

.

Chinese language-teaching and testing expertise of a nearby 4.2liversity, although this is not always the
case..

.

-.:
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Self7instructiodal,programs in Chinese do not attract' large numbers of students (maximum number
recorded in a 'year at 1 institution in our survey was 13)i and a program that enrolls a halfdozen.stu-.
dents one year may have'none enrolled the next. In fall 1974, total enrollment in all 14 self-

'instructional programs-was 38rin fall 1977, 57; in 'fall 1978,A94 ., ..
.

.

Despite the ephemeral nature'pf.Chineie instruction on many of these campusei (NASILP programi are'
designed to accomodate SuRh fluctuations),the prograMs.themselveseppear generally quite-hardy., Six
have been in existence since before 1970, 4 were established between1971 and 1974,.and the rest between
1975. and 1978. ,

. . .

Typically, the only selfinstruCtional course offered inChinese fe first year., though 5 schools
held an intermediate 'class in fail 1978, and 3 institutions alsObffered an advanced-level course ,(though,"
the enrollment.lmo in each case only 1 student). The mostcommon- firet-year texts are DeFrancis'

t, Beginning Chinese. and Character Text for Beginning. Chinese. Foreecond-level Chinese, DeFrancis'
Intermediate Chinese-is cited,most often:

.
.

. Instructional.time(bOurs per week) varies from school to school. Six *of the 14 schools indicated.
that the students spend time with a responsible faculty member; this time does not usually exceed 1 hour

.

loer week. In most institutions, 'students spend: from 1 to 5 hours a week: with a native-speaking tutor.
The amount of time spent in the language lab ranges from none to 10 hoUre a week. Time needed for 'self=
study in.the form of reading and writing homework or taped exbrcised. 'ranges. from 2 to 12 hours per week,
the total amount- of.course work varying from 6 to 12 hours per week. With an averageinstrUctional year
lasting 28 weeks, self-study etudents are .receiving somewhere between 168 and 336 hours of "contact time"
with Chinese over an academic year.

. : . .

,
.

.
All the Chinese self-instructional programs a faculty member in'tharge; htwever, he or she .may

not have e.background in Chines. One institution has a native Mandarin-speaking teacher and a graduate
student tutor Who assist the ancrv^,te. department chairman in the management ofthe program. In 2 _

otherschools, therespo?Isibl ; :acl:ity member has some background in Oh/nese. Faculty with background in
linguistics or some language uses- than; Chinese head the self-study programs in more than half. the insti-
tutions.

Formative evaluation of student progrese'variest some institutions administer: periodic quizzes,-.
while others base ongoing evaluation on tutor reports. Several programs give a midierm'examination.. At
the end of the course, a `final examination determines the Student'evade:. Nine institutions indicated
that an. outside examiner, usually &mile nearby institution with an established Chinese language program,
administers this test. The examiner is usually not onlyen experienced Chinese instructor but accestomed7
to .oral testing as well... Frequently, this person is familiar with the Chinese orals proficiency interview

: %developed by the. Foreign ServiCe Institute of the U.S..Department of State.
' '. .

--.According to our respondents Students enroll in aself-study course in Chinese for a-variety of
reasons, most of them the same'as those exhibited, hycstudente in courses offdred through regular faculty.
(See Part 8 of this report). Many are pursuing Majors in Chineiefarea .studies and want to gain some
familiarity:With the fanguage.. Others are language or'lingui,tice majors who neee.knowledge of a
non-Indo-European language. ,Still others are ethnic Chinese, some, of whom are."looking foren,easy 'A;.'"
Some are merely "intellectually curious." Most students who enroll in self-study Chinese do not! continue
with 'more advanced language study, at other institutions offering that instruction.

In response to ouequestionebout what lay ahead, most of our self-instructional respondents indi-
cated that they, saw no change in program structure. Several explained that theywere hopeful for expan-
siOn (principally because normalization of U.S. relations 'with he p8C had kindled interest in Chinese
language study) but that budget restrictions at their institutions would probably preclude the hiring' of
an instructor. It seems that our respondents view self- instructional Chinese.as a cc:let-effective way to
offer -a c011ise to students with a passing interest in a language that otherwise would not be available.

wa

Ssr

8.0 STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS ,

8.1 Language Competence of Arriving Students

Ai may'be seen from Table 28, a substantial proportion of entering Students of Chinese in 3 out of.5
institutional categories know'enough of the language to skip the first-year. course. Four -year colleges
and two-year colleges have only 10% and 18%, respectively, who, re placed in classes beyond the first
year. The question in our survey form read as folloWs: "Of the students registering for Chinese
language instruction at your institution for the first time in fall 1978, how many arrived with enough
competence-in Chinese to place into second-year and above Chinese language courses?" This question -war
designed to explore the kinds of Chinese competence demonstrated by incoming students; the statistics
discussed in this section cannot be compared meaningfully with those discussed in section 4, Enrollments,

. of this report.
We were surprised by the large proportion of new students of Chinese in our reporting institutions

who entered second4 third-, and fourth-year language classes. For example, in NDEA-centers, large uni-
versities, and small universities, the proportion of new students entering second -year Chinese was in the
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neighborhood of 20%. Furthermore, in NDEA centers, 22% of incoming undergradUates went directly into
third- or fourth-year classes. The-pergentage of third- and fourth-year.placements for large and small..
universities was somewhat less: 12% for the former, 18%.for the latter4 Across all institution types,
27% of new undergraduate student's of Chinese. placed beyond the-first year of instruction.

r
TABLE 28

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ENTERING AT LEVELS BEYOND FIRST.YEAR IN.FALL 1978, -BY INSTITUTION TYPE

°NO.

Total new students
°. .

Entering at 2nd-yr. level

3rd-yr. leVel

, 4th-yr. level

Total: entering beyond
1st-yr. level

NDEA .

Center
Large

University
Small

.University.
4L;year

College
2 -year'

College

4

TOTAL

%

100

16

7

27

184

- 32

24

17

. 73

%

100

17.

13

9

40.

No.

525

105

43.

22

t70

100 :

20

8

4

32

-.No.

451.

101

55

27.

183

%

100

22

12

6

41

No.

577 100

30 5

'15 3

12 2

57 10

No.

240.

42 '

-

42

%

100

18

'18

No.

.1977

310

137

78

525

As one might expect, a larger overall proportion of arriving graduate students enter courses beyond
the first year of Chinese: 56%.over all mstitution types (see Table 29). One might expect the'percen-
tages ofrplacement intolaltsnced Chineie language instruction to be even higher than they are in NDEA
centers, for instance, unless one takes into account the fact that many of the individuals being counted
here are.in reality pursuing graduate work in one of the social sciences rathei than in Chinese language

..per se.
I

. TABLE 29

GRADUATE STUDENTS ENTERING AT. LEVELS BEYOND FIRST YEAR IN FALL 1978, BY INSTITUTION TYPE

NDEA
Center .

. Large

University.

. .

. Small'

.University TOTAL

No. % ' No. %, - No. % No.. 1 %

Total new students 26,. 100 20 100. 44 100 90 100.

Entering at 2nd -yr. level 5 19. 6 30 5 11 16 18

3rd-yr. level 8 31 . 5 25 6
,...

14 19 , 21
4

4th-yr. level 6 23
..,

40 )' 2' '15 17.
. :

Total entering, beyond'.

1st-yr. level 19 73 19 '95 12 27 50 56

. Where do Chinese .language Students. acquire the 'competence that places them in advanced language
courses? Forundergraduates,-the largest Proportion has learned .Chinese at home (36%), and the next-.-.
largest.group are immigrants, who have learnedChinese in the Far East (see Table 30). Only ..1s% of those
students placing heyond.first-year.Chinese have.acquired their competence in high school or a two-year or .

four-year college.
For-graduate students, the story is quite different: 52% of griduate students entering at Levels

beyond first -year. Chinese haVe acquired their *nowledge at another institution. While not nearly as
great a proportion of graduate. students has acquired their knowledge of Chinese in a native - speaking
environment,. the percentage, is still sObstantialt 30% (17 out of 56 students) have either learned
Chinese.at home in the U.S. or .before coming to the U.S.

FOr a language that is as difficult for speakers. of English as Chinese is,' it is impoitant that stu-
dents be'able tO.study,it Over an 'emtended.period of time. Withthis. in mind, we asked our respondents
to list institutions, both in secondaiy and higher education, frOm which they:regularly received students
who had some competence in Chinese.. table 31 lists this information.

. ;
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TABLE 30

SOURCES OF COMPETENCE IN CHINESE OF STUDiNTS'PLACISP'BEYOND FIRST YEAR IN r4ti, 1978

Source of Competence. Undergraduate. Graduate

---No. % No.

Learned at home

-Native speaker immigrant

Learned Chinese. in high school 42 8 2.'

Learned Chinese at a community college 22 4

Learned.Chinese at another college .32 6

Miscellaneous prior 'exposure.

Unaccounted for (no response)

190 36

159 30

'57 12

23 4

9 16

8

5

14

29 -52-

3 ,5

.TOTAL. 525; 100 56 100

TABLE 31

RESPONDENTS' LISTINGS OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS CEP HIGHER EDUCATION
REGULARLY PROVIDING STUDENTS WHO MOWSOME CHINESE*

Reporting Institution School Providing Chinese Speakers No..per-Year

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle Senn High School (unreported)

ArizOnaState Univers ,ity West High School. 3
. .

.

American Graduate School of International Management 'Arizona State University 2-3

University of Arizona 2,

Brigham Young Univirsity 2 .

Western Washingtompniversity

University -of Minnesota

University of Hawaii

Rutgers University

Baruch. College, caw

Monterey Institute of International Studies

Washington University (Missouri)

Boston University

Ohil, State University

University of Pittsburgh

Unlrown high school
Tacoma,' Washington

Minneapolis Central High School

Roosevelt. High School 2
McKinley High School 1

Sun Tat -sen'School
t. 3

Mun Lun School 3
Iolant School 1-2
Dunahov School 1-2

Hunterdon High School

Seward Park High School
Washington Irving High.School

Defense Language Institute

WittenbergUniversity

Harvard Extension

Wittenberg University
DiVillbis High School

Mt. Lebanon High School

1 -2

20
'20

1-2

2

1-2

occasional

1 u

* Few respondents answered this question. We would like to think that there are many more colleges and
universities-that receive. beginning or transfer sthdents who have some prior knowledge of Chinese.
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In order to'ascertain what sort of Chinese was spoken by incoming students, we asked the following
question: "What sort of Chinese was spoken by those students .(both undergraduate and graduate) taking a
course.in Chinese for the first time it your institution in fall 1978, mho had acquired their Chinese in
ethnic communities in the U.S. or mho were immigrants'?" Of the 501 studentS.listed by our respondents,
65% spoke CantoneSe, 10% Mandarin, 58.Taiwanese,land 19% other dialects. Specifically mentioned among
these dialects were Hokkien,'Hakka, and Shanghai. One respondent' mentioned that in the past, Cantonese
had been virtually the only dialect of incoming students of Chinese, whereas recently there had been as

1manyMandarin speakers as Cantonese.

Language'ComOetence of Graduating Students
. . ,

In an attempt to estimate the number of Americans per year Who.mightbe attaining useful competence
in Chinese, we asked our respondents the follOwing question: "In your institution, about how many stu-
dents peryear, both undergraduate and graduate,, achieve speaking and reading proficiency which might be
describedAs follows (include in your totals those students'itho achieve higher proficiency than
described)?" The'definitions for-reading and speaking/Astening were adapted from-those used by the

- Foreign Service Institutefoits "limited working proficiency" (S-2 and R-2),. as described in. Jones and
Spolsky (1975). The definitions we used in our questionnaire made no reference to theJSI:ratingnum-
'hers and read as follOws:

'Reading:; can read, simple prose, in a form equivalent to typescript or printing on subjeCts within a
familiar context...

Speaking/Listening:, able to handle with confidence but. not with facility most social situations
including casual conversations about current events. Can also'handle limited work requirements.

Table 32 displays the responses to the question just cited. It is our impression'that the data
appearing in Table 32 do not.reflect accurately the number of American students of Chinese reaching the
S-2/R-2 performance level every year. In fact, we suspect that the, actual number of students achieving,
such performance levels is only a fraction of the number listed in this table.

S -2, undergrads
S-2, grads
S-2, total

R-2, undergrads"
R-2, grads
R -2,. total

TABLE 32

NUMBERS OF -STUDENTS PER YEAR ACHIEVING "LIMITED WORKING' COMPETENCE"
(FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE S -2/R -2) AS REPORTED BY'RESPONDENTS

NDEA Lange Small 4-year 2-year
Center University University College College

153 221 239 74
44' 29 17 -
197 250 256 74'

172

45

217

113

.113

TOTAL

800
90

890

349 164 79 112 876
56 12 113

405 176 79- 112 989
.

t

One reason for our lack orconfidence in these totals is that they represent the responses of only.a
segment'of our respoinding group. A substantial proportion of our respondents--in some cases.50% or more
of an institutional category - -did not choose to answer this question.

Several factors may have contributed to this low rate of response. First, respondents were asked in
this. question to think about student performance in an unaccustomed war. Also,. in attempting to make the
question as. concise as possible, we may not have included enough information about the proficiency level
we were attempting to define,6 thereby confusing respondents. Or it. may simply have been that the
question was located near the end of an extremely time-consuming questionnaire form, and busy respondents
were tempted to skip it.,'

Another reason for ouraack of confidence in these data is that by the end of 4 years of Chinese .

language study in a classroom setting, students w,,eld not have had enough hours of language training in
Chinese to attain and R-2 levels. .According to data gathered by the Foreign Service .Institute, a
etudent. of average language - learning ability takes approximately 1,320 hours of 'training to attain the
S-2/R-2 level in Chinese. 'A student studying Chinese in an academic setting would probably not spend'as
much as. 600 houre in Chinese language training in four years. This figure is arrived 'at by using average
number of contact hours per week for thp various Chinese language courses as reported in Table 25 and by
assuming-an academic year of 28 weeks' duration. We feel that it is extremely unlikely that courses
taken in addition to those' specifically directed toward language learning would contribute significantly
tp filling the 700-hour gap between FSI requirements and acadehic language - training time.
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It is widely belieyed that in order to achieve meaningful competence in the Chinese language, some
residence In.a Chinese-speaking environment is absoultely mandatory. If one. assumes that all those stu-
dents 'Who spent at least 1 semester abroad attained an S-2/R-2 proficiency level (an optimistic
assumption), the total number of students per year achieving this competence (if 1978-79 is a typical
year) would be 314 (see Table 27).

In sum, we believe that there are enough data from other portions of our questionnaire to enable us ',

to question the accuracy of the totals in Table 32. This impressiOn is supported by some of the comments
of our respondents. For example, several stated that they were not clear as to theproficiency level
intended.. Several °theta commented that it'mas their impression that a student achieved this proficiency
level after having completed 2 years of Chinese study, while others said that the level described was
attained.by_ their. etudenteafter 3 years of Chinese study. 'We conclude that the confusion generated by
this.queation.is ample testimony to the need for carefully defined levels of competence for Chinese
langUage and tests to measure them. .

Richard D. Lambert gathered self-reported assessments of language and area specialists' competence
in speaking, reading, and writing (Lambert, 1973). The data on China specialists were then analyzed in
detail by Elizabeth T. and abseph.A.,Madsey (Massey and Massey, 1974). This discUssion is the only
national study of Chinese language competence that we hye been able to find. The data used in .this anal-
ysis were obtained from questionnaire forms returned by apprbs4mately 50% of the area specialists and
graduate students in area Studies. The Masseys determined that approximately one-third of the pro-
fessional specialists Who had not learned Chinese as children had either no competence at all or very
little competence in Chinese; only 25% of the epeCialists Who were learning Chinese "from the beginning"
had'"full competence". in Chinese. Both Lambert and the Masseys.used a scale Whereby the self-reported
abilities for speaking, reading, and writing .were totaled to obtain a composite score. For instance, an-.
individual reporting that he speaks, reads, and writes Chinese "easily"'would be said to have full com
petence in Chinese. The Masseys' analysis concluded that reading was the most widely developed skill
(40% of the respondents reported being able .to read easily), while 34% said .they were able to speak
easily, and only 9% were able to write Chinese characters easily. .Interestingly, graduate students
reported higher competence in Chinese than did practicing professionals, which gives cause for some opti-
mism about the trend in the quality of Chinese .language instruction.

The Masseys concluded that those specialists, both practitionersand graduate students, whb had
studied Chinese both in the U.S. and in China claimed a larger proportion of "full competence" in
Chinese. :This is at least partly because those who have studied in both countries also tend to be those
who have spent the longest time overall studying the language: 5 years or more. .,,According to the
Masseys',analyais, 2 years' study is needed to progress from no competence or low caMpetence:tfo inter-
mediate bompetence; 5 years. o Obtain the "advanced intermediate" stage, and 7 years to obtain full cam-.
petence in reading'; writing,.and speaking, the language.

The Masseys alsb,concluded that a "threshold" appears to exist beyond which extended residence in a
Chinese-speaking environment does not significantly influence one's ability" to use the Chinese language:
at least 1 visit and 2 years' total residence. The Masseys point out, however; that. travel. to a Chinese-
speaking environment is no doubt very valuable in preventing language skills from atrophying. (The above
discus.slon is paraphrased from pages 78-84 of the Masseys' report.) '

8.3 Student Motivation for Studying Chinese.

Thirty-six percent of our respondents. indicated that they had recently'polled their students to
.determine their reasons for studying Chinese. In tallying the various motivations mentioned.by the 38

respondents who chose to comment on this portion of the questionnaire, we made a distinction between
integrative (a motivation characterized'by a genuine interest in the Chinese-culture and civilization)
and instrumental ( a motivation characterized by the desire, to use knowledge of Chinese for some economic
or social gain). Interestingly, instrumental and integrative totals were 'almost .equal: 37 for the
former and 36 for the latter (most respondents listed more than one reason). Under instrumental motiva-
tion, the most frequently` mentioned reason was the potential usefulness in a career (20 respondents).

1
Eight respondents mentioned tourism or'study abroad; 7 made reference to a knbwiedge of Chinese as a
research tool. Most frequently mentioned integrative motivations were a. general interest in the language
and culture of the Chinese people (22 respondents) and an interest in Chinese culture by those with a
Chinese ethnic heritage (7 respondents).

In addition, unrelated to the integrative/instrumental opposition we have just discussed, 7 respon-
'dents mentioned that students found their way into Chinese classes because they were,fulfilli,ng the
foreign, language requirement at their institution.*

Certainly the motivations of undergraduate and graduate students differ to a considerable degree.
Although our data analysis did :at make this distinction, we surinise.that graduates tend to have.a more

*A particularly interesting and thorough exploration of student motivation in studying Chinese is
.

!Richard Thompson's Survey of Students Taking Chinese Language Courses, 1976-77, done at the UniVersity of
Hawaii at Manoa, Department of East Asian Languages. It must be noted, however, that ThoMPson's student
population is an_atypical one: over'80% of the students are Chinese or part- Chinese.
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pragmatic, instrumental outlook toward the study of Chinese, since they are likely to be pursuing'
advanced degrees in subject areas other than Chinese language and literature .for the most part, while
motivations of undergraduates are more likely to be of the integrative type.

8.4 Students' Present and Future Career Plans
. .

In order to discover whether the potential openings for Chinese language instructors in the near
future might be filled by the students graduating from institutions currently teaching Chinese, we asked
our respondenti how many of their students who received their degrees in 1978 were planning to teach
Chinese language (not literature or area studies).- According to the responses we received, a total-of 16
undergraduate- students- at-- 9--institutions (6 NDEA Centers; 1 large University,- 1 small university, and 1
four-year college) were planning to become:teachers of Chinese. Fourteen graduate' students at 9 institu-
tions (4 NDEA centers, 4 .large universities, and 1 small university) graduating in 1978 were also
planning to teach the language., If in fact zt1.1 30 of these individuals set out to find, jobs at that
time,' it is likely-that a Substantial. 1:cc:portion of them was. not successful, since, as was mentioned in
Section 5.30 only openings for.Chinese language instructors are foreseen over the next 5 years. Thus,
it appears that Chinese. language instruction is suffering from the same syndrome afflicting 'the more com-
monly.taught.languages: an .oversupply of.instructori being graduated by institutions of higher educe- -
tion. It will be interesting to assess. the status of'this situation once again after a period of several
years, since it appears, from evidence gathered since ohr'eurvey was conducted that a number of institu-
tions are either reestelishing,or establishing for the first time Chinese langdage instruction programs
due to the heightened interest in China in -the. U.S.; today. Another concldsion one must reach, upon
looking at the potential teachers of.Chinese indicated by our respondent popuiation is that Chinese
language teachers in the U.S. are caning from extremely small group of institutions.

The individual:. intending to teich.Chinese must receive adequate pedagogical preparatiOnae as
be fully qualifiedtO'speak, .read, and write the language; he or she must also_have'sufficieni gram-.

.

matical knowledge of Chinese and of English to explain the, great differences.between their structures.
In response.to our,request for a listing of, the pedagogical courses available to students. who Want to
prepare themselves to teach Chineee, respondents. from 13 different institution) (.3 .IDEA centers, 8 large,
universities, 1 small university, and 1 two -year college) .indicated that at leart 1 couree'relating to
the teaching of. Chinese was offered' an' their camius., When 1 pedagogical course available, it is typi-
tally offered by the same academic unit that teaches Chinese languageEast" Asian Studies, Chinese
language, linguistics, etc.--and is entitled "Methdds of Teaching Chinese" or something similar. One
institution offers'a course entitled "Igethods'of Teaching Critical;Languages": another offers a combined

'Chinese/Japanese methods course. When a second course is available to prospedtive Chinese _language
teachers (the case at 6 institutions), its focus is 'either Contrastive linguistic analysis of English and
Chinese or continued seminar work in methodology.

At the outset of this study it was our impression from conversations with numerous individuals
Withinthe field of Chinese language teaching that .most of the students who took long. sequences of
Chinese'language instruction were not majors in-the language but were seriously interested in acquiring
enough Chinese to use it as 'a tool. In orders to test this assumption,we asked our respondents to indi7
cate'haw.many'Undergraduate and graduate students taking third- and fourth-year Chinese language courses
at their institutions during academic year 1978-79 were majoring in a:disciplinary area other than
Chinese language. Table 33 displays results of this inquiry and substantiates'our preliminary
impression. For both gradates and undergraduates across virtually all institutional categories the per

of non-majors in upper'division courses in Chinese lies between 70%.and 87%. The Only two per-
. centages that fall outside this range are most likely to be subject to error, since the groups they
represent are so small. NDEA centers'have a larger proportion of non-majors in upper divibion Chinese
courses other institutional categories. One reason that larger numbers of students- may not be
Chinese. language majors is that many institutions that teach Chinese.do not offer a major in that
language (seediscudsion.of degrees offered by respondents' institutions in Section 7,12rogram
Characteristics). . .

We were interested td discover whether or not any cunmon patterns exist for employment and. education
among students of Chinese language.' To do this, we asked our respondents to provide brief information
for those individualseho graduated. from their institutions during calendar year 1978 with some con-
siderable competence in.Chinese language. Our previous contacts with college and university 'departments
teaching the more commonly taught languages had led us to believe that very little follow-up was done of
students. who had graduated.. Since we were prepared to see the Same^eituation-for Chinese, we were
impressed when respondents from 43 institutions were able to provide information on 135 students who had
graduated during calendar year 1978. Of this total, 108 had received a bachelor's degree, 9 had'received
an M.A., and 8"had-reCeived a Ph.D. Tenstudents' degrees were not specified.

B.A. recipients, by farthe largest proportion was continuing academic work: 64 students out of
the:total.:.108. Of these, 29 were studying some specific discipline other than Chinese language, 20 were
pursuing graduate work of an unidentified nature, and 15 were engaging in further study of Chinese. A
total, of 9 individuals were reported to.be teaching: 6 were teaching Chinese, 1 was teaching English,
and 2 :mere teaching unspecified subjects (which cbuld have included Chinese). Our respondents reporta
that 15 of the 108 B.A. recipients were employed in'non-academic jobs,. of Which 11 were in business and

0
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commerce: Seven were

recipients,'all but 2'
government. All Ph.D
with 'the exception of

in the. armed services, and 6 were in other...governmental agencies. Of the M.A.: .9
were continuing work toward a doctoral degree; these 2 were employed by the U.S.
.'s were teaching or'engaging in other scholarly. activities such as writing books,
1 individual who had gone into international banking.

.

I,

TABLE 33
.

. PROPORTION OF THIRD- AND FOURTHYEAR'CHINESE STUDENTS NOT MAJORING IN CHINESE

NDEA Large ''...mall "4-year
Undergraduate. Center University University College TOTAL

.

Total 3rd-& 4th-yr...Chinese lang. enroll. 275. 389 104 : 67 , 835
Number NOT Chinese majors 238 308 ,, 86 56 .688
Peroent NOT Chinese majors 87 - 79 , 83 84 82

Graduate

Total 3rd- & 4th -yr. Chinese lang. enroll.

Number NOT Chinese majors
Percent NOT Chinese majors

Totals

Total: 3rd- & 4th-yr. Chinese

NUmber NOT Chinese majors
''Percent NOT Chinese majors,

lang. enroll.

123
lo3
84

398
341

86

,46

32
70

:435

340,

78'

13 2

6
46. 100 .

117

92

79

69
58

84

184.

143

78

'1019

831

82..

9.0 FUNDING CHINESE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

9.1 Institutional Support during Academic Year 1978-1979
.

,

OursUrvey form included several questions concerning the funding of Chinese language instruction'
' that were intended to enable us to estimate the total amounts spent,'the amounts spent by individual

colleges and universities, and theeamount of "outside funding" (grant. or contract money from either
federal government or private foundation sources). Unfortunetely,.me received mediocre to very poor
rates of response to most of our questions concerning funding. In manyicases, the individuals filling
out our questionnaire form may not have hadeasy access to finanical information. Even. With Access to
such information, it is frequently difficult to separate salarY,spent for language instruction from that
spent On, for instance, instruction in Chinese history. when an individual faculty member teaches in more
than one area. Furthermore, our questions concerning financial matters came atthe end ok.an extremely
time-c6suming questionnaire form. .We believe, however,that some interesting and useful data were 0

obtained; they are reported below.

Table 34 graphically demonstrates the wide diversity in funding for-salaries for Chinese langUage
4.nstrAction on U.S. campuses. Notice that a to of 5 institutions--2 large universities, 2 small uni-
versities, and 1 four-year college--indicatedlhat no money at all was .spent for Chinese language
instruction. This means either that such instruction 'on theSe'campuses was provided as an overload or :

that the respondents didn't understand the question. At the other end of the spectrum, 3 NDEA centers
and 3 large_universities report expenditures of more than $100,000 during academic year 1978-79 for i
Chinese language instruction. .

In an attempt to estimate the total expenditures'for Chinese language instruction by all colleges
and unlyersitieb in the,country, we extrapolated by institution type, using the total-dollar amounts
indicated in Table 34;.. :Tor instance, looking at the third column in Table 34, we discover that a total
of 32 large universitiesepent $1,238,700 on Chinese Language:instruction during academic year 1978-79.
Our investigations lead us to believe that there are a total of 72 institutiOnsin.tbis category(see
Table 2 in Section 3.3). ,Assuming that the amount. spent fothe 32 institutionS.that responded to our
questionnaire is representative of the total populatiOn of 72 institutions, in this category, we concluded
by extrapolation that all 72 institutions would spend $2,548,000 during academic year 1978 -79 on Chinese
language instruction. While this is a risky assumPtion-to make, particularly. for those institutional
categories where the.percentage returns are small .in comparigion to the total (especially two-year colle-
ges, but-Ails° small universities), we have done so in order to obtain an order of magnitude estimate.
.Adding the-.sum of our. extrapolations forpersonnel.costs to those of extrapolations foe non-persorinel
coats (see Table 35 for our point of departure for. these costs), the grand total for direct costs is
$5,614,000, of which $5,437,000 is personnel costs.

:
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'TABLE' 34

. .

LOCAL FUNDING OF CHINESE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION (PERSONNEL COSTS)

'DURING ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79, BY INSTITUTION TYPE
4

Level of Funding
NDEA

. Center

.

Large
University

Small.

University

.-.4-year

College

.,*

2-year

College TOTAL

$0 . 0 2 2 1 0 5
:..

$700 - $9',999 0 9 A 3. 2 .' 20

$10,000 - $19;999 0 8 4 . 1 .1 14.

$20f000'.- $29,999 0, 4 5 3 0 12

$30,000 - $99,999 '' 4 9 2 1 0 16

$100,000 + .3 0 0 0 6

No response 5 11 9 5 8 38

Total dollar amount .$841,200 $1,238,700 $338,200 $155,200 $20,000 $2,393,300
.

Average expenditure 1

per institution $ 91,600 35,391 $ 17,800 $ 17,244 '.$ 6,667 $ 32,785

TABLE 35

LOCAL FUNDING OF CHINESE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTIC.4 (NON-PERSONNEL COSTS) BY INSTITUTIONS
:.OFNIGHER EDUCATION DURING ACADEMIC TEAR ,1918-79,,BY 1NSTITUTION'TYPE

NDEA. Large Small 4-year 27year:
Center 4versity University College College TOTAL

No. institutions reporting 6' 25 12 . 6 2 51

No. institutions reporting 0 expenditures .1 5 3 2 1 12.

No. N/A .o.:' missing
. 5 16 13 6 8 48

Total dollar amount $17,500 -. !,400 $4,900 $5,300 $600 $57,700

9.2 Outside Support (Governmental and Founcfatife) for Institutional Programs

.A.s'eentioned above, the low rate of response to our questions concerning financial matters leads us
to interp;stour data with a great deal of caution. It seems safe to sag, however, that expenditures. by
the federal government, and particularly by private foundations, are extremely small When,cOmpareeto the
institutional totals discussed tin the previous section. .

From our total of 111.respondents to the questionnaire, 11 non-military; reepondents:(we received
questionnaires from 3 of the.federal Military academies) indicated that they:had received during academic
year 1978-79 some amount of federal support. Of these 11 responses, q were from NDEA centers, and 4 from
other sources. One of these 4, a two -yeas college inCalifornia,'wes using ESEA Title V1I.(bilingual
'education)-funds for'Chinese.language instruction. The other 3 respondents .did not describe the federal

.

source. .s!

0
UnfOrtunately, the number of our-NDEA respondents providing a dollar figure forfederal support for

Chineseinstruction was insufficient to enable us to arrive at an average figure. here, thusmaking.a
dollar comparison between the information in Table 34 and the federal-contribution impossible. For the
single .institution that did provide this data, federal support of Chinese languige instruction was about

' 13% of that proVidedby the institution itself.
Some'lightis shed on this subject by the-report- of.N.I.. Schneider, "NDEA Centers: How They,Use

Their Federal Money." Schneider, Senior Program Specialist in the Division of International Education,
:U.S. EducaiiOn Departmeni,notes.that%expenditures fn NDEA centers have increased recent years for lan-
guage -instruction:across all world areas. Her detailed breakdown shows that in East Asia NDEA centers,

. .
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.
I

. . ,

slightly more than 19% of federal money allocated to salary is spent for .language instruction.
. .

Schneider stresses that most of these funds are used for teaching assistants and native informants ,. and
that these funds have the principal effect of maintaining at the advanced levels language course
offerings that oiherwise'wouldbe unavailable because they consistently fall belowiumiversity.cut-off
points for self-supporting instruction. She further asserts that "the NDEA funds for language
instruct'ion...therefore play a very important role in pursuading university administrations to maintain

'-- this relatively expensive training source" (p. 170). k ' .

1. Only 4 institutions reported that they had received funding from,private sources durin4 academic
year 1978-79., Three of these grants were-Very small; the largest by far was the $30,000 received by a
four-year undergraduate institution to help launch a Chinese language instruction program. Only 1 insti-

-. tutiOn.reported receiving money for Chinese language instruction from a source outside. the.U.S. This
grant of $5,000 from a private donor. was used in 1978-79 to help support A study abroad program in

e
Taiwan. . .

.

.

-
. _ .

. , We-were puzzled by the fact that of the 12 institutions in our NDEA center group did not indicate .
that federal dollars areIbeing,spent for Chinese language instniction. These non-responses may be due to
the fact that these particular centers are spending their federal money for components of their prograMs
other than .language study. ,

sit

9.3 U.S. Government and .Foundation Support for Chinese Instruction Not Directly Related to Programs

In addition'te,requesting informition from our survey respondents concerning program support from 7

governmental and foundation sources, we undertook a small survey of U.$. 'government agencies and selected
foundationi to ascertain what projects may have been funded over the past few-years that relate to
Chinese language instruction. We-will describe briefly below 6 projects funded by the federal government
(5 through the Education Department, 1 by the NatiOnal'Endowment for the Humanities) and6 projects .

funded. by 2 private foundations.'
Professor Y.C. Li, University of Hawaii. at Manoa, received a 1-year If beginning 1 June 1978 to

produce'A Reference Dictionary of Mandarin Grammar and Usage for Students Teachers. This work is
'Specifically tailored to meet the problem-solving needs of the teacher and student in a classroo6
situation through its extensive arrangement of topics. and patternsin the table of contents and indexes."
The following syntactic elements are treated: types of sentences, order of elements, function words,
verb phrases, and noun.phrases.

. .

Professor Charles N. Li, University of California, Santa Barbara, and Professor Sandra A. Thompson,
receiveda 2-year grant.beginning0 July 197,7 from the U.S. EducationDepartmentto produce A

Reference Grammar of Mandarin Chinese. "The grammar ist focused on the semantic-and syntactic patterns of
Mandarin Chinese' and explanations for these syntactic-semantic patterns. It is being written with a
minimal use of linguistic jargon since our gOalis'that the grammar should be used by the teachers and
tudents of 'Chinese Who might not have had any linguistic training." The grammar is neithertrapsfor-
mational nor structural in its orientation, rather "most of the'. explanations for the descriptive general-
izations have either semantic or pragmatic bases."

.

Since 1974;' several agencies of the federal government have been collaborating, in the development
of Instructional materials for elementary and Intermediate Chinese entitled Standard-Chinese: A Abduier
Approach. This curriculum hs been referred to'several times during the course of our study (see
Sections 2 and 6), The course is innovative in several ways: programmed drill material is all to:be
done individualZy with tapes so that clads time with the instructor day be used exclusively for realistic

.1 .:ommanitation in Chinese .in pracbical situations; the organization of the,content is "sittiationel" in
nature, which permits a certain degree of flexfbility.with regard to whatunits are covered in sequence;
communic4tion games w're used extensively to simulate real-life encounters. '

Professor C. P. Sobel:Liens Columbia University, received funds from U.S.E.D. on 1 September 1977 to
perform a 21,-month project entitled "A Study of- Chihese Language Structures.1

also fundeds'on 1 July. 1977, a'2-year project entitled .*Utilization of Videotape Recording
for Interce4anta Chinese Language Instruction. and .:armed Language. Maintenance," directed by Professor

.% Albert Dien of Stanford University. These materials have been alludedto in Section 2.8. Fifteen
videotapes adapted from Taiwanese television are available from the project director. The tapes are in.
Mandarin with Chinese subtitles. "They are all.drimas ranging from modern plays abdui life in Taipei to
slapstick comedy to sword fight films."

The National Endownment for the Humanities funded Professors F..W. Mote .and T. T. Chen.of the
Chinese Linguistics Project, Princeton University, for the preparation of 10 research manuals. The proj-
ectbegan on 1 April 1978, to run for 2 years. According to the summary description of thelaH project,
"The Manuals are..,on the one 'hand, language-training aids for seminar-level 'classwork or self-study,
designed to assist the scholar to.makerphe transistion.from formal language study to independent research
capacity. .0n the other hand, they simultaneously serve as guides into the intellectual and Methodologi-
cal:problems: encountered upon beginning research in a particular subfield of China studies,".

During the 1960s, private foundations ; most notably Ford and Rockefeller, spent large amounts of
money' to further the developmentof Chinese language instruction in the U.S.,,bOth'at the secondary and :

at the higher education levels. This extensive effort is documented in Lindbeck's,Understanding China.:
In mare. recent times, funding- of Chinese language instruction has dwindled to every small percentage of

. .

e-
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the funding levels of the, 1960s. In fact, our survey of private foundations discovered only 2 that had
funded Chinese languagerelated projects since 1975: lbe International Foundation of Butler, -New-Jersey,and The Robert Sterling Clark FoUndation, Inc., of New York.

Since 1976, the International Foundation has funded 5 projects, and At the time we gatheked our
inforMation had requests pending for'several others. During 1976, the International Foundation funded-a
Chinese - English Dictionary project with CETA, the Princeton University Language Center, and Socichow
University. Language. Center in Taiwan. Soochow Univerdity.Language Center received continuing support in
1977, and:in 1978,.. Columbia University received funding for scholarly_exchanges. According to the chair-
man of the grants committee, the foundation is "not likely to support Chinese language teaching as suchin the forseeable futtire.,"

in 1975, the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation awarded Stanford University a giant for its "Chinese.:
language and culture study program." Current foundation guidelines indicate that "this is not -an area in
which the Foundation is currently providing support."

10.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the United States, Chinese has been considered:one of the ."less commonly"..taught languages since
this nation had its eyes opened to the languages'of the world. in the wake of World War.II. While nothingin the data that we have collected leads us to believe that enrollmentsin Chinese' will in the near
future overtake those of German, for instance, it is likely that increased commerce and travel possibili-
ties in China will cause modest increases in, enrollments in Chinese study.

According to data gathered through surveys by the Modern Language Association .of America,
enrollments in Chinese language-grew-substantially-throughTthe-1960s-and-the-first-years

of the 1970s.
Betweeen 1974 and 1977, however, the MLA statistics show a slight decline in Chinese, language
enrollments. The data gathered by our Survey indicates that this enrollment decline has probably been
reversed and that over the next few years we can expect modest increases in'Chinese language course.enrollments.,

A very small proportion of'those individuals studying Chinese in institutions of higher education inthis' Country majors. in Chinese language or literature, either at the undergraduate. or at the graduatelevel. For instance, in our survey population, which reported a total enrollment of 5,382 students in
fali. 1978, only 132 undergraduate degrees and 29 graduate degrees were awarded in'Chinese language-or
literature during Calendar year 1978. While students enr2lled. in Chinese courses number in the
thousands, the'number of AMericans attaining advanced lel/els of speaking and reading Cmmpetence--enough.
to be able to communicate-readily in a variety of social and professional contexts-- is'very small, pro-
bably not more than 200 to 300 per year at the most...

.One objective of oui study was to .verify the accuracy of the Modern'Language Association enrollment
statistics, which we hypothesized to be somewhat high in their estimate of Students actually studying.
Chinbse.language, since these statistics are obtained from college registrars, who may or may not be very
assiduous in differentiating between courses in Chinese langUage and those. that might treat Chinese
language, culture, and literature, yet'be conducted in English. Unfortunately, the rate of return of our
qUestionnaire.was not as good as that of the MLA; this means that we have to be extremely tentative inany'conclusionP we draw. We haVe estimated that the statistics of the MLA may- be from 10% to 20% high
because of.the.inclusion of courses. conducted in English.

..'Compared.tO the number of.students enrolled in Chinese language courses overall,Ithe number of stu-'
derits:studying Chinese abroad'is very small: our respon4ents.reported a total of 314'students abroad

e
during'the 1978 -79 academic year, while Chinese,language'enroilments on the campuses of our respondenti
as of fall 1978 ivere.5,382 students: It appears, however, that such an experience-- studying' Chinese in
the'foreignanvironment--is absolutely imperative in ordento develop a meaningful level 'of competence.
While our respondents appear happy on the whole with. the experience abroad of their students, it is clearthat the quality of such programs varies. widely. Since the largest number of American students traveling
to.the. Far East do so on an individual basis, it would be very, useful for them to have a'desdription of-
all available Chinese language schools, including evaluative comments of former American students'

AcCording to the results of our ,survey; more than three-quarters of the individuals teaching Chinese
in'this country today are 'native speakers of the language. Most of these instructors tend not to be-in
tenure-track positions. Over the-next 5 years, it is unlikely that there will be a large number of posi-
tion openings for Chinese.language teachers in institutions of higher education in this country. For
both tenure-track arid-fixed-year contracts, approximately half the institutions responding to our
questionnaire foresee no positions whatsoever. Our respondents estimated. that overt.he next 5 years; 38 '

tenure-track,openings would open, and 72 fixed-year .contract positions_would become available.
Our study provides some supportiveevidence for the comments heard recently from several groups of-

visitors .from the People's Republic of China to the effect that the Chinese taught in many American
classrooms tends to-be somewhat -dated with respect to vocabulary and structure. Our survey results show
that a fairly substantial proportion of Chinese pstructors in this country have'been here for-some deb-
ades and have not been able to return to the Far East,'for whatever reasons, to renew their contact with
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the.language and culture. In Chinese, as in other lan ages, high priority is.notgiven'to the
establishment of exchange programs fOr individuals Whose primary intent ii to.imirove their teachiilg.
Until recently, of course, this situation has been compoUnded by the inaccessibility of China for, such
yurposei.. .

, .
. .

In our survey, we have identified. the.moit frequently used text materials in the U:S. today for
first- through fourth-year Chinese language and for Classical Chinese; this Aneormatiom is,44sted in

. .Tables 15 through 20. Most mat le used in first-. and second-year instruction exemplify one strand or
another ofeudiolingual me ology. The newest materials, Modern Chinese:' A Modular Approach have not
et achieved wide' circulation, though they are very popular on those campuses where they are now in use.
ey have only ve recently become widely available; Several more years will be required-to, judge their

ac eptance.

ter materials.of great potential value, yet. in very limited use today,. are those available from
the-42 C. Perhaps the Increased. dialogue between American and Chinese language-teachers overt.hecoming.
ears 11 cause this situation to change.

. , ,
,

_._ Th use of.audiotaped materials to supplement standard taped programs of basic textbooks_is extremely
rare, as s the use of video materials, either film gar zape. Materials deVeloped recently by Stanford.
and Prince on, though potentially very useful, were Shown Tay our survey to be used in very few inetitu
tions. As August 1979, the Stanford materials, developed with a grant from the U.S. Education'Depart-
ment, had bee, purchased by 24 institutions (2 of which are in AUStralia). This. is a small percentage of
the total numb =r of schools offering intermediate and advanced,Chinese classes, for whichthe videotapes
are designed.

. ,
.

. .According to survey responses, materials. for graded reading and listening comprehension are the most
urgently needed at this time. (See Table 21).

.

.

The following commendations folloW from the'information that we have gathered during this survey.
We do. not present there as .the result of.widespread professional consensus among Chinese..lang4age
teachers, although sev ral of then( do express the opinion of the majority of 'ourrespondents.

.

.

.

-

Recommendations concernin Enrollments and De rees

1 a
1. Institutions of higher ucation must recognize the amount. cf. time needed to make significant

progress in learning Chinese. It has been.demonstrated that the level of absolute competence
.

obtained by college graduates in Indo-European languageeAs not. impressive. With.the same open- -

diture of time, the student Of Chinese is even less far along an' absolute proficiency scale. The.'
best way for colleges and uniVersities torecognire theincreased workload demanded of Chinese
language students is to award larger amounts of credit for Chinese. language than for the more com-
monly taught languages.

.

.

2. Young Americans must be provided. the opportunity and encouraged to begin the study of Chi ese early:
in elementary or secondary school, If at all possible; in undergraduate school, if an earlier start

.

is impossible. This means that the wvk-,in.Chinesalanguage teaching currently being done under the,
aegis of bilingUal educators must be encouraged and shOuld be' conducted in such a way as to enable
monolingual Anglophone students toidevelop some competence In Chinese: Linkages between secondary
schools offering Chinese and Undergraduateinstitations with strong language programs should be :

Strengthened so as to:provide the l4slest\possible transition between high school and college for
profaning students of Chinese. %Finellyt institutions of higher education should te encouraged to
maintain strong undergraduate prdgramsNof-Chisese\ .4-language instruction and should be equally

eencouraged to help these undergraduate,find ways Wundertake fairly extensive study in the.Far
East. In this way, by the time.an' indivi,±val has reached the point of graduation from college, he or
she'will have some meaningful competence in ChineSe and will need only more advanced, speciel-purpose_.
courses at the graduate level. \

.

.

3.
. .

.

Large numbers of students should notbe encouraged
\
to major in Chinese language unless thii is a

second major. AS with much language study today, it\is-imperative, given the small demand for
Chinese language teachers in particular and foreign language teacher's in general, that individuals be
prepared in content areas other 'than foreign language so that they may find work_afterthey complete
their studies. This is true not only at the undergraduate level, but at the graduate level as well,
and includes East Asian area studies specialists as well\as specialists in Chineie. It is heartening
to note that at this writing, initiatives are undei way within the federal government'to provide-
incentive grant funds to encourage students with _other content 'area majors to study enough foreign
language to achieve-a reasonable level of communicative 'comPetence: It is likely that Chinese would
be: aied a priority language .in any.Such federal initiative. \

.

Recommendationsconcerning Instructors

1: Institutions Of higher education should be encouraged to reward quality languageteaching with
.status, recognition, and financial incentives. Classroom instructors of foreigilanguages%in generalP
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and of Chinese in particular should not be relegated to the bottom of the academic totem pole:. Those
with talent and initiative should be rewarded with tenure and promotion. ';

. . .

' ',

.

.. ,
.

. .

It is likely that a significant proportion of Chinese language teachers in'this country is teaching
language that is somewhat out-of-date, particularly when compared to the language currently in use in
the People's Republic of,China. Most academic institutions and teacher exchange programs do not

/ place a high priority on sending teachers abroad in order to update their knowledge of the target
language ot. culture.' In fact, such travel is typically derided as a "boondoggle" and a free vacation
for the language teacher involved. Given the appropriate controls for (a) the quality 4.the indivi-
dualinvolvedane(b) the structure of the proposed investigation, nothing could be further from the
truth. This country needs a teacher exchange program"that will take significant numbers of American
teachers of Chinese, whether native speakers or Anglophones, to a Chinese-speaking environment so

.

that they can .bring up to date their knowledge of the language: This is particularly, desirable now
that larger numbers of this nation's citizens May engage in study and travel in the PRC..

.. . . . .

.
.

. .

". '
3. There is a need for non-natiVe instructors of Chinese Who are well trained in both Chinese language

and foreign langUage pedagogy., This is not to say that these individuals should repiaCe native
. Chinese who are,currently eaching: as' with all langnagee, it is important for students to hear

.native speech and to have.th opportunity to converse with native speakers.of the language. However,
native. speakers, of Chinese, 1 e all native - speaking language instructors, have not gone through the
proces of learning the foreign ngue as a second language. This experience is extremely Valuable--
if no indispensable--for the second and very few native speakers are able to
dup icate it through classroom instruct anal exPeriende alone.

Recommendations concerning materials.of%Instructnn'

\->
1. Graded reading materials and, listening comprehension Materials for elementary an intermediate

..Chinese language instruction are listed by our sUrvey.respondents as their first.priority.

There is also aneed for imaginatiVely designed audiovisual materials for use with elementary and
early intermediate language students,(first-land second-year Chinese). These materials would be.
intended as supplements only and could. be.used for'both listening comprehension and reading compre-
hension, as. well as for providing variety of presentation.

Recommendations concerning Other.Aspects of .Chinese Language Programs

1. There is a pressing need' for national standards of absolute proficiency in Chinese language .(as well
as in all other languages taught An'this. dbuntry). As is amplA demonstrated in the text of this
report (see Section 8.2), it is not possible at present for-a variety of individuals, who may be very
experienced and talented language teachers, to:talk with:one another about levels of proficiency of
students in a meaningful-way.' At-this writing, an experimental effort is under way at the School of
ihguage Studies of the Foreign Service Institute, U.S. Department of State, to testthe feasibility
of using the FSI-developed oral interview test 47n.the academic situation. This pilOt study is being
conducted for'French and Spanish only, Ilut the oral interview exists in Chinese as well and is used
,f.airly regularly to evaluate the competence of individuali'wfio are enrolled in self-study orChinese,
-using the paradigm developed by the National Association of Self-Instructional Language Programs
(NASILP). °

i. A descriptive study.should be_done to. provide information about all language instructional programs
in the Far East in ChineeeThis study should include, evaluative comments in.order to enable indivi-
dual American students, who'in large part' travel to the'Orient on their own rather than in student
groups, tolmake choices based upon accurate knowledge 'about the quality of Chinese language-instruc-
tion that; hey are likely to encounter.

d'

3: The United States Education Department must recognize the importance of the Inter-University Program
in Taiwan for Chinese language instruction. in the United States and take appropriate action to assure
its continued viability.

.0. There is a need for continued emphasis on the spoken language at'upper levels of Chinese instruction
in U.S. institutions of higher education. (This .need exists in virtually all language instruction. in
1.4.S..higher education, but particularly for Chinese. since it demands such a 'large expenditure of
time to achieve meaningful.levels of communicative competence.) Our sury results indicate a con -
siderable drop in the number of hours per week devoted to truction in up -level courses. In
addition, our results show that.writing:receives increased hasis as students ogress through four
years of instruction. This emphasis is entirely appropriate, given the inherent difficulty of the
Chinese writing system. What is needed is.an increase in the amount of time devoted to instruction.
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in third- and fourth-year courses particularly, the added time being used for the continued develop-
ment of. both the speaking and listening skills in Chinese language.

5. A public rerations effort is needed to convince the leadership of many institutions of higher educa-
tion that the Chinese language is not an "exotic frill," but rather a legitimate means of com-
munication used by one-fifth of the world's populatidn, in a country that appears to be taking on
increased importance with respect to United States foreign policy and economic development.

.

.

In conclusion, normalization of relations with the People's Republic of China has probably rendered
:out-ofdate many df.the statistics on enrollments and study/travel abroad--perhaps even textbook usage.
in. this survey. We hope, in fact, that this is the case, and that the next time such.a study is done.
perhaps in .5 to 7 years' time--the results of the present study will be utilized as baseline data. We
also hope that subsequent statistics will show a growing number of Americans gaining sufficient knowledge
of Chinese to be able to communicate in a language that is spoken by a significani: proportion Of the
people inhabiting our globe.

NOTES

1. This title is modelled on my earlier report, Chinese Language Teaching in the United States: The
State of the Art (Washington, DC: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1968), ED 020 525.

For a discussion of the employment of area studies graduates in.general, see Sue E. Berryman, et
al., Foreign Language and International Studies Specialists: The Marketplace and National Policy (Santa
Monica, CA: Rand, 1979), FL 010 986. See also several papers On the topic in President's Commission.on
Foreign Language and International Studies: Background Papers and Studies (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government PrintingOffice, 1979), Ep 179 117.

3: Nicholas C. Bodman,.."Chinese," in Conference on Critical Languages in Liberal Arts Colleges
(Washington, DC: Association of American Colleges, 1965), pp. 18i.-29, ED 016 956.

4. ,Dora E. Johnson, et al., Languages of Eastern Asia (Survey of Materials for the Study'of the
Uncommonly Taught Languages, No. 5), (Arlington, VA: Center for Applied'Linguistics, 1976), pp. 1-19..
ED 132 835..

..'

5. For an extended description of these.materials, see James J. Wrenn (forthcomingrin the Journal
of the Chinese Language Teachers Association),

6. .Association for Asian Studies, Committee on East Asian Libraries, Library Resources on East Asia
(Switzerland: 'Inter Documentation Company AG, 1968)', pp. 92-93.

7. "Current Status of East Asian Collections in American Libraries--A Note on the Final. Version,"
Committee on East Asian. Libraries Newsletter 50 (May 1976), p. 47.

8. Ibid.

(Documents identified by an ED number may be read on microfiche at an ERIC'Tibrary collection or ordered
from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box. 190, Arlington, VA 22210.1
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APPENDIX A

List of Chinese Language Instructional Materials under Development

NOTE: The informationin this list is presented as received from'our respondents; some entries are, net
complete. '.The entries include the following information: author's name, institution., title of '.
materials, and, if. funded, the source'of funding in parentheses. The order of the entries'was determined
by.the date of receipt of the. x..spondent's questionnaire.,

First-year'Text Materials (including supplementary materials)
o

Ohang,:tiashington State U.; Essential Chinese.
Nyakken and C. Tang, Ohio U.;.Speak Mandarin supplementary exercises.

Berninghausen and Chiang, Middlebury Collego; writte exercises, vocabulary, etc.
Henry Hung-yeh Tiee, U. of Southern California; Learn Chinese.

.

Patrick Moran, U. of Colorado, Boulder; Fikat Steps in Chinese.:
Patrick Moran, U. of Colorado, Boulder; edited and expanded Taiwan Elementary Chinese.Text.
Tsaifeng Lee, Brigham Young U.; Succeed with Standard Chinese (funded by BYU).
Gwang.7TsaiChen, U. of Wisconsin, Madison; Elementary Chinese.
Ta-tuan Chen, Princeton U.; Beginning Chinese.
(No'author listed), U. of-Michigan; dittoed materials.

First-YeakCharicter Materials

"iiR author listed), Temple U.; Character Recognition.
"G. W. Roy, U. of 4irginia; Readinland.Writino Chinese.

' Patrick Morin, U. of ColOrado, Boulder;,First Steps. in Chinese Character Analysis.
Henry Xuo, Connidticut College; Read Mandarin.

Pang, California State O.,thicovIntroduction to Chinese Writing [Video].

First-Year Materials - -Other
. .

San-powLi, U.,Of Michigan; Dictionary for Elementary and' Intermediate Chinese.
Ellie Mao Mok, Baruch College, CUNY; Study Rids- -Learn Patterns through Songs.
Nora Ching, Ohio State U.-; Chinese.forTrade and Travel (funded 14' state).

Second-Year Text Materials

Ching So, Colby-Colleges-Grammar Review.

(No.authoriven);'Temple U.; Sentence Patterns. Review.
Ta-tuan Chin, Printeton U.; Intermediate Chinese. a '

'Richard .Chang, U. of Illinois-Urbana; A RevieW of Chinese Grammar:
ANO.adthorgiven), . of Michigan; Cantonese course.

Second-Year Character Materials

Hudaq and StimsoetYale U."; Written Standard Chinese III. -.

(No author given), Temple U.; Character Recognition.
-G.W. Roy, U. of Virginia; Reading and Writing Chinese.

SecondYear Materials- -Other

Constantine Tung, State U. of New York, Buffalo; Readings in Business Chinese.
Walton and Liu, U. of Pennsylvania's Introduction to Modern China (PRC).

-
Chiny7Yi pougherty,_11. of California, Santa Cruz; Speeches Chinese Officials and Fo ei Visitors to

China [for training. interpreters] .
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Third-Year Materials.

Yin -lien C. Chin, Vassar College; Language through-Literature (funded by unspecified source).
v,Coastantine Tung; State U. of NewYork, BuffalovReadings. on Contemporary.Chini.
Wan, U. of Kansas; Readings in Modern Chinese.

. .

Patrick Moran, U. of Colorado; Exercises for Readings in Chinese Literature.
H. T. Tang, Princeton U.; Advanced Modern Chinese.

1

Fourth-Year and Beyond Materials
' . .

Donald Willis, U..of Colotdo, Boulder ;literature and language readers.
C. Iden,.Central Connecuticut State College; advanced Chinese language reading material.
H. T. Tang, Princeton U.; Readings in Modern Chinese.

Classical Chinese Materials

Ching Tu, Rutgers.U.-; Readingt in Classical Chinese Literature.
N.Y. tang; princeton Readings in Classical Chinese.

-
Other Materials

E.''.1(aplin, Western Washington U.; tapes for advanced Chinese.
.

.

Y. C.Li, S.H. Ho, R.L. Ching) U. .0f Hawaii; Grammar Handbook (all levels) (funded by USED);
:Henry Hting-yeh Tiee; U. of,Southern California; An Introduction to the ,Structure of the Chinese.Sentence.
Doaafa. Willis, U; of Colorado, Boulder; Etymology,. Translation-Structure 'and Forms. of Chinese for .

Students, Of: Chinese. and Japanese (all levels]'. -:
. - ..,

.Chang -Yu, California State'U.i.Long Beach).(No title given): "A.Multi-Puipose Volume"' (third and'iourth'
°year]. , .. .

.
.

.

Leting,.San JOse State U.vvideotapes_fOr teaching Cantonese.
. (No author given), George. Washington b.4VOCabulary Glossarylor LeirYu and.Luo,tuOHsiangTzi Chinese.
,-.Eugene Ching, Ohio State U.; Hsu - Chih -mo and.Su HsiasmanAthird year] (funded ty 00):.-

. "-
Dale Barnes, U.' of Pittsburgh; A Short CotirsefaTiiTTiki

C

a
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. APPENDIX B

List of Respendents to Long Survey Form

INSTITUTION NAME'. INSTITUTION TYPE* ,

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle 0

University of.North Carolina, Chapel Hill -.1

Washington State' University 1

:Merritt College 4
Occidental College 2
Vassar College .3

Pasadena Area Community College . 4
Arizona State University
Wayne State University : 1

California. tate.University, Hayward.
West:Virginia University
Univeisity of California, Santa Cruz

' 2

1

1

Hofstra University.-
-William Paterson College

TairleighyDickinson University
University of Montana
Western Michigan University .

o. University of IoWa
Colby College.
New School for Social Research
iState University of New York at Buffalo

. University of Tekas at Austin.
Yale University
Temple-University.''
Kalamazoo College (dropped; self-instructional
Earlham College
University pf.Toledo
U.S. 14 Force Academy
University of: Arkansas.

University of New Mexico
UniVersiti Of'Floride
Masiachuseits Institute of Technology
University:of Virginia
State University ocNew York at Brockport
Wheato'n College (Mass.)

American GraduateSchool of International Management
Ohio University
.Columbia University -

Queens College
Denison University
UniVersity of Alabama

program)

2

2

1

1

1

.3

1

. .2

1

- 01

1

.

31

1'

-11

11

O'

3

- 2 \

I 1
0

2 1

3\1.
'University of South Carolina, Columbia 1

Middlebury College I 3

Western .Washington University
. 2

. Long Beach pity College 1 - 4

University of Masaachnsetts,.Boston 2
Bowdoin College 3
University of Kansas 1

Cabrillb College
U.S. Naval Academy
Harvard Univeriity
University of Minnesota
University ofHawaii,.Honolnlu

'Pomona College



CASE NO.

-55

56

57
58'

59
60

61

62.

63
64

65

66
-67
68.

69

70
71

72

73,

74

i5
76

77'

78

79
80:

81

82

83
84
85

, 86.

87

88
'89

90

91

92

9S
94

95

96

97

98
.99

100
101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108
109

.110

i 111

112

0.

INSTITUTION NAME

University 'of Southern California

University of Colorado, Boulder.
Florida StateUniversity
Wake Forest University
University :Of Oregon '

Wofford College
Conneilticut College.
De Ansa Communfty College
Washingten and LeeUniversity
Brigham Young University'

A
Loa Angeles-Ciro College
University of ,...Allfornia, San Diego
Wittenberg University.
Rutgere. University
Boston ,College
U.S. Military AcrAemi .

State University of. New York at New Palti
Miami:University, Ohio
Central:COnneCticut State College
University of Wisconsin, Madison'
Oklahoma State University,'
California State University, Los Angeles
WelUsley College
Sacramento City.College
Princeton University
-Vanderbilt University
Oakland University .

,

Hawaii Loa College

University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point
Baruch College, CUNY
University ofFennsyivinia
Duke University .

University of Massaftusetts, Amherst
Southern' Illinois Univeriity, Carbondale.
University of Illinois,. Urbana
Swarthmore College
University of California, Berkeley.
Orange Coast College 2
'California State University, Chico' . 2
UniVersity of,California, Santa Barbara
University ,of Michigan 0
Seton Hall University 2
Los Angeles Harbor College 4
California State University, LOng Beach 2

State University of New York_,. at Stony Brook. 1

Santa Rosa Junior College 4.

Sah Jose StateUniversity . 2'

Monterey Institute of International Studies 2.
Foothill College 4
San Diego State University 2.
WashingtOn University, Missouri 1

George Washington-University
.1

University.of Washingtonv'Seattle i. 0
Boston.University 1

Ohio State University 1

Tufts University . 1 1

University of Pittsburgh 1

Brown University '1

* 0..=:NDEA Center
1 .6'Large University

2 *.SmallitUniyersity
3 Four-Year College

-4 --Two Year College

INSTITUTION TYPE*

1

1

2

3

2'

4

3

1 :

4

2

3

1

2

2

1

2

-1

2

3

4

0

1

2.

2

2

1

1

0'

1

0

3

6



Peter Eddy (Ph.D., Ohio State) is directOr.of the'ERIC ClearifighousU'ion Languages and Linguistics James
Wrenn (Ph.D., Yale) is'profeSsor of linguistics atO3rown University.. Sophia:Behrens.(M.S., 'Georgetown)
.isnditor4mhlications coordinator at the Clearinghouse.
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